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A script by          
Marvin Wexler             
30 The Esplanade  
  

 
Al-Andalus -- 

An Andalucian Romance 
 
 

This is an historical romance about the culture of Covivéncia in 10th Century Muslim-

ruled al-Andalus, a/k/a Southern Spain.  It takes place mainly in Córdoba, the capital of al-

Andalus, with a few scenes in 10th Century Barcelona, one scene at the Roman ruins in 

Tarragona (west of Barcelona) and a few opening scenes in the Tabernas Desert, at nearby Cabo 

de Gata and in the countryside in Almería (all of which are on or near the coastal road to 

Tarragona).   

The principal theme is the historical reality of intimate and constructive relations between 

Muslims, Jews and Christians in al-Andalus at that time.  What they shared was a culture – a 

culture that placed high value on, among other things, learning, on beauty, and on what today we 

might call moral character development.  Other themes include:   

-- The beginnings of the Renaissance in Europe, in a Western European land under 

Muslim rule. 

-- The power of poetry, including Arabic poetry, and the development of Hebrew poetry 

through Arabic poetry. 

-- The importance, both personally and for faith systems, of both engaging The Other and 

looking within. 

-- Feminism.  All four of the female characters struggle with rules and prohibitions 

placed on women. 

           The main characters all are historical figures.   
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1. Three Muslim Male leads  

 -- The Great Prince, Abd al-Rahman (“Servant of the Merciful”), seen only in 

flashback, who in historical fact established enlightened Muslim rule in al-Andalus.   

2 

 -- Caliph Abd ar-Rahman III (“Abd ar-Rahman”), who in fact was a descendant of 

the Great Prince and declared himself Caliph, and who at the time of the story is old and who has 

paid in unhappiness the price of almost 50 years of successful rule over al-Andalus.  

3 

 -- Prince Hakam, who in fact was Abd ar-Rahman’s son and a Renaissance man, 

and who in the story tries to protect his father, his sister and the realm.     

                                                 
2 The picture is of a statue of the Great Prince in Almuñécar, Spain.  The pictures may help readers follow the story. 

3 The picture is an artist’s rendering of Abd ar-Rahman. 
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4 

2.  Three Jewish Male leads  

 -- Hasdai Ibn Shaprut, who in fact was personal physician to, and diplomatic 

representative of, Caliph Abd ar-Rahman, and also was Nasi, i.e., the leader of the Jewish 

community in al-Andalus.  He never married, and his private life is otherwise unknown.  In the 

story, he has a private life:  He loves Lubama, and he tries to be true to his love of medicine, to 

the Caliph, to the Jewish people, to Lubama, and to whomever he meets -- and otherwise be 

perfect.  And he develops beyond that, as his heart opens. 

5 

 -- Dunash ben Labrat, who in historical fact relocated with Hasdai’s help from 

Baghdad to Córdoba and proceeded to revolutionize Hebrew poetry by incorporating the meter, 

forms and broad subject matter of Arabic poetry.   

                                                 
4 The picture is of a statue of Hakam in Córdoba.    

5 The picture is an artist’s rendering, sometimes said to be of Hasdai and sometimes said to be of Maimonides. 
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--  Moses ben Hanoch, Rabbi and Talmudic scholar in Baghdad, who in fact was 

captured at sea, ransomed by Hasdai and brought to Córdoba, where he became Chief Rabbi.  

7 

3.  Three Catholic Male leads  

 -- Count Sunyer, who in fact was the ruler of Barcelona/Catalonia and who, with 

Hasdai, negotiated a peace treaty with al-Andalus.  In the story, he forms a friendship with 

Hasdai as the two negotiate that treaty.   

8 

                                                 
6 The picture is of a statue of another Jewish poet from al-Andalus, Judah HaLevi.  I have not found an artist’s 
rendering of Dunash. 

7 The picture is an artist’s rendering of Nachmanides, the great Thirteenth Century Kabbalist Rabbi from Gerona.  I 
have not found an artist’s rendering of Moses ben Hanoch. 

8 The picture is an artist’s rendering of Count Sunyer. 
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 -- Bishop Racemundo (also known as Rabi ibn Zayd) who in fact was another 

adviser to the Caliph, and who in the story tries to do his best for his faith community, for the 

Caliph, and for his friend Hasdai. 

9 

-- John of Gorze, who in fact was a monk born in Lorraine, sent by Otto I of 

Saxony (later, Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire) to Córdoba to negotiate with the Caliph and 

who then was detained in Córdoba by the Caliph.  The Caliph in fact assigned Hasdai to talk 

with John, and John came to know Hasdai well.  In the story, John does not know why he is 

being detained in Córdoba yet manages to see miracles all around him there.  In historical fact, 

John returned North after three years of detention in Córdoba, became Abbot of Gorze and after 

his death was canonized as Saint John of Gorze.   

10 

                                                 
9 The picture is an artist’s rendering of a Seventh Century Bishop of Seville.  I have not found an artist’s rendering 
of Bishop Racemundo. 

10 The picture is an artist’s rendering of St. John of Gorze. 
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4. Three Female leads 

 -- Wallada, Muslim, who in fact was the daughter of the Caliph who came to 

power in al-Andalus in 1024.  She was a powerful and provocative woman, and the poet Ibn 

Zaydun was in fact a great love of her life.  In the story, she is Abd ar-Rahman’s daughter, and 

sister to Hakam, but the same powerful woman she was in real life. 

11 

 -- Lubama, Muslim, who in fact was the royal Library’s acquisitions expert during 

the rule of Abd ar-Rachman, as well as a mathematician, poet, copyist, and Hakam’s private 

secretary, and who in the story is in love with Hasdai and tries to protect what she loves, 

including Hasdai, Hakam and learning. 

12 

 -- Hrotsvitha, a/k/a Hrotsvitha of Gandersheim, Christian, who in fact was a Tenth 

Century celebrated writer from Saxony some of whose writings are defamatory of Jews and 

                                                 
11 The picture is an artist’s rendering of Wallada. 

12 The picture is an artist’s rendering of Lubama. 
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Muslims.  In the story, she comes to Córdoba to gather information she can use to defame the 

Caliph and Muslim rule. 

13 

Other Historical Characters 

 Ibn Zaydun, Muslim, real-life poet and lover of Wallada. 
 

14 
 

 Ibn Abdus, Muslim, real-life Vizier, i.e., chief advisor, to Abd ar-Rachman who 

in the story is jealous of Ibn Zaydun. 

15 

                                                 
13 The picture is an artist’s rendering of Hrotsvitha. 

14 The picture is an artist’s rendering of Ibn Zaydun.   

15  The picture is an artist’s rendering of a Vizier.  I have not found an artist’s rendering of Ibn Abdus.   
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Some liberty is taken in the script with history.  For example:   

-- The historical Wallada was the daughter of an early Eleventh Century ruler of al-

Andalus, not the Tenth Century daughter of Abd ar-Rahman; Lubama and Hasdai were 

contemporaries, but there is no record of any personal relationship between Lubama and Hasdai; 

Hrotsvitha evidently never visited Córdoba, but she did meet with Racemundo in Saxony when 

Racemundo was on a diplomatic mission to the court of Otto I; John of Gorze’s detention in 

Córdoba probably took place several years after the time of the events in the script.  The 

interactions in the story between these historical characters, and others, is fictional, except where 

noted in footnote.   

-- A number of the poems recited in the script were written by poets who lived somewhat 

after the time portrayed in the script, as particularized at the end of the script.   

-- If some of Rabbi Moses’ comments about love sound more modern than Talmudic, that 

is because no attempt has been made to limit those comments to the era portrayed in the script.   

-- Some other particulars are also somewhat anachronistic.  For example, toothpaste 

evidently was introduced to al-Andalus when a very talented man by name of Abu al-Hassan 

came to Córdoba from Baghdad in the 9th Century, not in the 10th Century as portrayed in the 

script. 

Finally, beware of generalizations.  For example, Wallada, Lubama and Hrotsvitha are in 

no sense typical of their time, and it is also highly questionable whether there was any such thing 

as a “typical female” in al-Andalus.  Recent academic scholarship emphasizes the complexities 

and diversities of gender in the pre-modern Muslim world.  So, too, beware of generalizations 

about religions.  There were, and are, many Islams, just as there were, and are, many 

Christianities and many Judaisms, as well as many different Jewish experiences living under 

Muslim rule. 
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The script was conceived as a film, but it could be a play.  If it were a play, some of the 

scenery, and subtitle material, might be projected in video format on the back of the stage.  For 

the present, I am content to think of it as a kind of illuminated manuscript. 

*                  *                * 

There is some spirited debate, in academic and religious circles, about whether the 

culture of al-Andalus was as tolerant and constructive as portrayed in such histories as Professor 

Maria Menocal’s book, The Ornament of the World, which is one of this script’s sources.  The 

doubters invariably cite events beginning in the Eleventh Century, after the Berbers took control 

in Córdoba, as proof that al-Andalus was far from a model of tolerance.  

I understand from my reading that the culture of Covivéncia pervaded al-Andalus prior to 

that Eleventh Century take-over of Córdoba by the Berbers and continued to exist up until 1492 

in many of the city-states that emerged after that take-over. 

I place the script in the mid-Tenth Century in part to minimize the relevance of this 

controversy to the script.  But that choice hardly resolves all questions and tensions.  Quite to the 

contrary. 

Al-Andalus was a Muslim-ruled enterprise.  Its social order was based on a kind of 

Muslim-imposed grand bargain, codified as Islamic law not long after the death of Muhammad 

to be applicable in all Muslim lands.  Pursuant to that Islamic law, Christian and Jewish residents 

in Muslim lands had to acknowledge and respect Muslim political rule and authority and pay a 

special tax, in exchange for which they were entitled to protection of life, limb and property, 

freedom of economic activity, and the benefit of their own internal system of laws and justice.  It 

appears that the original version of that law, understood and applied in al-Andalus from the 
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Eighth Century up until the Berber take-over of Córdoba in the Eleventh Century, did not contain 

certain additional restrictions that were added later in some places and at some times.  

Al-Andalus was a world far removed from our modern-day notions of democracy, 

separation of church and state, and democratic and human rights, including women’s rights. 

It was also a world in which the protections, to which the Jewish and Christian 

populations were entitled, carried the risk of melting into oppression.  And melt they did, at least 

in some parts of al-Andalus, when in the Eleventh Century the Umayyad dynasty that ruled al-

Andalus since the Eighth Century was overthrown and Berber forces took control of Córdoba 

and other areas. 

Clearly, al-Andalus is no utopian model. 

On the other hand, there is no utopia, and never will be.  There is, rather, our flawed 

human nature, our problematic history, our flawed institutions – as well as all of our potential for 

good. 

In moving forward from where we are and with what we have, I suggest there is much to 

learn from the history of al-Andalus and the wisdom and beauty that the people of that time and 

place left behind for us, in their poetry and other writings, in their culture and in their lives, some 

of which are the subject of this little script. 
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Prologue 

 

[John of Gorze appears alone, dressed as a saint]. 

“Please call me John of Gorze.  I much prefer that to Saint John of Gorze [he points to his 

clothes] -- the name they gave me after I died. 

“If you Google my name you will find such information as:  I was born in the Year of our 

Lord 900.  In Lorraine, today part of France.  I had what you now call a photographic memory.  

And when I read the Psalms to myself, I murmured like the buzzing of a bee.   

“All that is true.   

“I want to tell you some things about the three years I spent in Córdoba, about what 

happened there, and what it was like.  You may find it . . . . enlightening.  [Pause]. 

“I was sent to Córdoba by Emperor Otto of Saxony – you know him better as the first 

Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, which he became some years after he sent me to Córdoba.  

He sent me there as his ambassador to the Caliph, the Muslim ruler there, with a letter from Otto 

to the Caliph, for the purpose of seeking an alliance against a common enemy, marauding 

pirates. 

“The Caliph instructed his chief diplomat, Hasdai ibn Shaprut, to deal with me.  Hasdai 

persuaded me to let him read Otto’s letter – in strict confidence.  After reading it, Hasdai advised 

me that the letter was disrespectful to Islam, the Caliph’s faith, and therefore the letter could not 
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be presented to the Caliph.  So I wrote to Otto, asking for further instructions.  But I received 

none. 

“Three years went by without any instructions from Otto.  The Caliph graciously housed 

me in a part of his beautiful Palace, and I had the freedom of the great City.  But my purpose for  

being there was lost.16 

“So, instead of doing, I listened.  I watched.  I read.  I thought.  I came to know people.  

All kinds of people.  I came to know the place. 

“And then, finally, Otto rewrote his letter to the Caliph, removing all disrespect.  A treaty 

was quickly negotiated, and I returned North, to Lorraine, as Abbot of Gorze. 

“Wikipedia says that the many manuscripts I brought back with me from Córdoba – and 

here I quote – ‘made the duchy of Lorraine a center for the diffusion of Muslim learning and 

science.’   

“If that is so, I am happy for it. 

“As concerns events during my lifetime, a more reliable source is a manuscript called 

The Life of John, Abbot of Gorze.17  It was written just after I died, by a fellow monk to whom I 

told many things.  For one thing, I told him, and the monk’s manuscript records, that I had never 

met a man of such intellect and wisdom as Hasdai ibn Shaprut, who became my friend during my 

three years in Córdoba. 

“But I didn’t tell the monk some important things – including many things I learned in 

confidence from Hasdai.  Just as I shared Otto’s letter with Hasdai in confidence, Hasdai shared 

                                                 
16 This account of John’s mission is historical. 

17 Jean, Abbot of Saint-Arnoul, La vie de Jean, abbé de Gorze.  Présentée et traduite par Michel Parlsse (Paris, 
Picard, 1999). 
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much with me in confidence.  Some of those confidences concerned certain brilliant and 

accomplished women he knew well. 

“It seemed clear to me that the stories of those women, and much else, would be lost to 

the world if I did not tell them.  Yet I had given my word to Hasdai not to do that. 

“And so, in secret, during the last several years of my life, I wrote a manuscript.  Then I 

hid that manuscript on the monastery grounds.  And I wrote a letter in which I revealed the 

existence of my hidden manuscript and where to find it, and I gave instructions in the letter about 

the publication of the manuscript in certain circumstances.  And I provided in my Will that my 

letter with those instructions be opened 1,000 years after my death. 

“Those 1,000 years recently passed, and the condition set forth in my letter, for 

publication of the secret manuscript, has been satisfied.  [Pause] 

“What was the condition?  You could call it a serious injustice of reputation.   

“Actually, there are three. 

“First, I have been proclaimed a saint, and Hasdai has been forgotten. 

“Second, the al-Andalus that made Hasdai possible has also been forgotten.  That 

Ornament of the World has been buried under a headstone, for an entire age, that reads: 

‘Medieval’ – dark and unenlightened.  What a calumny! 

“The third injustice -- the most significant of the three -- brings us back to the problem 

with Otto’s letter. 

“Therefore, according to my wishes, Gorze Abbey has made public my secret 

manuscript.  Watch and listen, as I did on the streets of Córdoba. 
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“But first, close your eyes.  Listen to the guitars.”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFfHA8v9GJg18 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PiohCiOEZ0819 

 

Scene 120 

 

In the Tabernas desert in Southern Spain.21 

Three men on horseback, topless and with very sun-tanned skin, are riding at a fast pace 

in the desert sun, clearly enjoying themselves, whooping in delight, perhaps racing each other.  

At first, one cannot see them, only the desert scenery.  As the camera slowly narrows the scene, 

the riders can gradually be seen better.  To the extent possible, the scene and riders should look 

similar to Indians on horseback in the American West.  As the camera reveals more of the men, 

“The Tabernas Desert” appears on the screen. 

 

 

                                                 
18 For Muslim music and images of al-Andalus. 

19 For Jewish music and images of al-Andalus. 

20 If this were a play, this ‘scene’ might appear in a video projected onto the back of the stage, just before and during 
the start of Scene 2. 

21 Sergio Leone filmed his Spaghetti Westerns, starring Clint Eastwood, in the Tabernas Desert, pictured here. 
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Scene 2 

 

Another part of the desert.  Other men on horseback, in the period uniform of Muslim 

cavalry, are riding in organized, slow fashion.  Two among them are dressed differently, one in 

urban period clothes (Hasdai), the other in rural period clothes.  Again, the camera starts wide-

angle, and they can barely be seen; gradually the camera zooms in on them.  To the extent 

possible, these soldiers should look, at long distance at the beginning of the scene, like the US 

cavalry in the American West. 

As the camera is mid-way in zooming in on these men, the following appears on the 

screen: 

al-Andalus 
Iberia 

Sefarad 
 

followed, after some seconds, by: 

Circa 333 - Muslim Calendar 
Circa 945 A.D. - Christian Calendar 

Circa 4705 - Jewish Calendar 
 

After the camera has focused on the men, the soldier in charge commands his men to stop 

as he hears the whoops of the other riders in the distance off-screen.  He and his men strain to 

hear, see and understand what it is. 

The soldier in charge turns to his second-in-command: “Our scouts.  Their way of 

releasing tension.  [Pause].  Harmless enough at this point.  But I need to talk to them.”   
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His second-in command nods, pauses, then: “This part of the land is so strange.  So 

different.”  [All of them study the landscape]. 

The soldier in charge: “What does it remind you of?” 

The second-in-command: “It’s a faint echo of the gorgeous Moroccan sands of my 

people.” 

The soldier in charge: “They say that the land east of bejeweled Damascus is like this.” 

Turning to Hasdai, the soldier in charge says: “Does it stir your memory?” 

Hasdai replies: “The desert land east of Jerusalem.  But I have seen it only in my dreams.  

[He pauses].  A poem by one of my people here begins:  ‘My heart is in the East, but I am at the 

edge of the West.’”22 

The soldier in charge: “I have heard of a poem with a similar sentiment about 

Damascus.” 

Hasdai: “That one was written long ago, by the Great Prince.” 

The man dressed in rural period clothes: “Not far from here the land is beautiful in very 

different ways.  To the Southwest it is a holy green.  And to the East of that, the desert meets the 

sea in a wild blue.  Shall I show you?” 

The soldier in charge to Hasdai: “What do you think?” 

 Hasdai [with a wink]: “Like Moses, we should turn aside to see the miracle.  [Pause].  

We have time.” 

The soldier in charge: “Yes.  The more we see of Allah’s creation, the better.” 

 

 

                                                 
22 The reference is to My Heart is in the East, by Judah HaLevi, born in Toledo, Spain in the 11th Century. 
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Scene 3 

 

Still on their horses, the men come to a place with a lovely view of a lush river valley.  

On the screen: “Almería.” 

The man in rural period clothes says, nodding first to the second-in-command, then to the 

soldier in charge, and then to Hasdai: “His heart is in Morocco.  His is in Damascus.  And yours, 

my Lord, in Jerusalem.  My people, here in Almería, do not dream of elsewhere.  My friend, the 

poet Ibn Safr al-Marini has written this:23 

Valley of Almería! 
God grant that I never see 
myself deprived of you! 
When I look on you I tremble 
as an Indian sword trembles 
at the moment of tempering. 
 
See how excited the river is? 
Listen to its murmured applause 
sounding beneath the dancing trees 
that arch over it 
wearing garlands of blossoms. 
 
The branches sweep their sleeves 
over the silvered surface of the river 
then lift them up 
scattering pearls. 
 

                                                 
23 Valley of Almería, by Ibn Safr al-Marini.  Translated by Cola Franzen in Poems of Arab Andalusia, published by 
City Lights Publishers.  Copyright Cola Franzen, 1990.  Reproduced here with the kind permission of Cola Franzen. 
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And you, friend, here beside me, 
enjoy this time, for there are delights 
in this paradise not to be found 
in the eternal one. 

 
The soldier in charge: “More poetry! You cannot escape the poetry.  Even in these 

hinterlands.  It is a national sickness.” 

Hasdai, frowning: “It is a national treasure.  I wish I had the talent.” 

The man in rural period clothes rides to Hasdai’s side and says to Hasdai, privately: “Do 

not be upset with him.  He is a soldier.” 

Hasdai: “Your friend’s poem is marvelous.  Please tell him that for me.” 

The man in rural period clothes: “With your permission, I would like to speak with you 

further.  I think you will want to hear of the mystics of my faith who live in this area.” 

[On “stage left,” in the rear, appear a half-dozen people dressed as Sufis, and in some 

way they are identified as such.  They are talking among themselves or reading but cannot be 

heard]. 

The man in rural period clothes: “These mystics have a saying that I think you will 

appreciate: ‘There are as many paths to God as there are souls on this Earth.’” 

Hasdai: “I would like to meet these people you call mystics.  But first, show us the sea.” 
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Scene 424 

 

The entire group rides towards Cabo de Gata.  The landscape changes.  The sea is seen in 

the distance.  On the screen: “Cabo de Gata.” 

 

Scene 5 

 

On the beach at Cabo de Gata.25  Some of the men gaze at the beach from horseback, 

astonished; some dismount, shed their clothes and enthusiastically jump into the water.   

Hasdai, on horseback, recites a Jewish prayer in Hebrew: “Baruch Ata Adonai, Eloheynu 

Melekh ha’Olam, She’asah et Ha’yam Ha’gadol.” [Translation in subtitle].26 

Some others on horseback: “Allah Akbar.”  [Translation in subtitle].27 

Hasdai and the soldier in charge dismount, find a shady spot to sit. 

Hasdai: “Our guide has taken us to a piece of paradise.  Are you tempted to stay?” 
                                                 
24 If this were a play, this ‘scene’ might appear in a video projected onto the back of the stage, before Scene 5. 

25 The area is now a Spanish National Park and was seen in “Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade” in the scene where 
Harrison Ford and Sean Connery escape from a German airplane with help from the local birds. 

26 “Blessed are You, Lord of the Universe, Who made the great sea.” 

27 “God is greater.” 
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The soldier in charge: “My thoughts are only for your safety.  And I’m concerned.  

Without more detours, we cross the frontier in two days and enter Count Sunyer’s Christian 

lands.  From there it’s another day or so to Tarragona, where Sunyer is supposed to meet us, no 

doubt with a small army.  Sooner, if he comes to find us.  [Pause].  How should we meet them?  

If this were a battle, and if I had an army, I’d have a plan.  As it is, I only have an escort party, 

and this is supposed to be diplomacy.28  That is your field.” 

Hasdai: “We will approach with our flags held high, so they will know who we are from 

a distance.  And if they should respond with words that seem hostile, be calm.  Such words 

would only be a show.” 

The solder in charge [with some doubt and anxiety]: “I’ll let you deal with hostile words.  

But what if they respond with their swords?  It’s beautiful here, but we don’t know what we are 

riding into.  Sunyer’s people defeated Charlemagne and killed Roland. . . .” 

Hasdai: “Your history is a little off.  Sunyer rules the Catalans.  The Catalans are a proud 

people, and for good reason.  But they didn’t defeat Charlemagne or kill Roland when 

Charlemagne tried to invade our land two centuries ago.  Not long after he crossed the 

mountains, before he got to our land, Charlemagne was forced to abandon his invasion because 

he needed to return to put down a rebellion in his homeland.  During that retreat, the Basques 

attacked, and they killed Roland.   

“The history of that failed invasion has been twisted.  The Christians to the North will tell 

you of glorious battle between the forces of Christendom and the Muslims, and that Roland  

                                                 
28 Hasdai’s diplomatic mission to negotiate peace with Count Sunyer is historical. 
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was a great Christian hero and martyr.29  In fact, although their plan was to fight and defeat 

Muslims, Charlemagne and Roland fought Christian Basques.   

“Quiet your mind.  Count Sunyer’s Catalans are not the Basques.  And Count Sunyer 

does not want war with us.” 

The solider-in-charge: “If Sunyer wants peace, if our position is strong, why do we go to 

Sunyer to negotiate a treaty?  Why doesn’t Sunyer come to Córdoba to entreat our Master, the 

Caliph?” 

Hasdai: “This is as our Master commands.  He has his reasons, and often they are not 

revealed to mere advisors like me.” 

The soldier in charge: “One further question, if I may -- a question that the men are 

asking.  How will you prevent Count Sunyer from calling us guests, but treating us as prisoners -

- detaining us in his lands, like we have done to John of Gorze?” 

Hasdai: “You are asking how I intend to achieve the peace treaty our Master seeks.  I can 

only say this:  I will be myself.  And God will provide.  [Pause] The sight of our fleet in their 

harbor may also help, if need be.”  [They turn to watch the men playing in the water]. 

Hasdai: “When we are in the presence of Count Sunyer, in Tarragona or before, you will 

present me to him.  Here is what you will say . . . .” 

 

                                                 
29 The well-known epic poem The Song of Roland (in French, La Chanson de Roland), composed in the Eleventh 
Century, embodies this fictive history. 
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Scene 6 

 30   31 

A large room in the library in Córdoba, with many desks.  On the screen: “Córdoba.  The 

Palace Library.”  Full bookshelves line the walls.  At each desk sits one or more people, the 

women in hijabs or other period clothing, the men in refined but ordinary period clothes, some 

the clothes of other places, Byzantium and Baghdad.  At several desks there are both men and 

women, working together on a text, talking quietly. 

 

At one table sits a woman [Lubama], wearing an attractively colored khimar (which 

covers her head), writing in beautiful calligraphy, copying from another book.  After scanning 

the room, the camera focuses on her and dwells on her beautiful writing.  A man approaches her. 

The man: “Lubama, Prince Hakam requests your presence.” 

Lubama [with authority]: “I will be there shortly.” 

                                                 
30 The picture is of Córdoba from the old Roman bridge over the Guadalquivir River.  

31 The picture is of the interior of the Mezquita, the famous main mosque in Córdoba. 
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The man leaves, Lubama finishes drawing her sentence and rises.  She goes from desk to 

desk, inspecting what the people at each are doing, praising some work, asking questions about 

other work and offering advice.  She stops at the largest desk and asks whether the books have 

yet arrived and instructing that she is to be notified when they arrive. 

 

Scene 7 

In the private office of Prince Hakam.  On the screen: “The Office of Prince Hakam.”  

Lubama enters, bows and says: “Hasdai’s books have not yet arrived from Baghdad.”  

         

Hakam: “I’m sure they will be here soon.  Pirates and thieves do not value the contents of 

a Talmud Academy.  [He pauses, then continues with some anger].  The Vizier Ibn Abdus is up 

to no good again.  This time he is spreading the rumor that my sister has taken him as lover.” 

Lubama: “Your sister, Wallada, will not care about the Vizier’s lie.  But her real lover, 

the poet, Ibn Zaydun will be furious.” 

Hakam: “Yes.  The Vizier is trying to provoke the poet into doing something foolish.  

Something that will cause my father, our Master, to take some unfortunate action.  [Hakam 

pauses, thinks].  I wish they would think of my father before they act.  He is burdened enough 

with real problems.  But Wallada cannot restrain herself.” 
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[On “stage left,” in the rear, appear a small group of people dressed as Mullahs, and in 

some way they are identified as such.  They are talking among themselves or reading but cannot 

be heard]. 

Hakam [still angry]: “She insists on being provocative.  She stirs up the Mullahs by 

refusing to wear the veil in the streets.  Do you think she doesn’t understand the problems she 

creates for my father -- her father?  Or do you think she doesn’t care?”  [The Mullahs in the rear 

disappear].   

Lubama: “She thinks she is creating progress and any problems can be overcome.”  

Hakam: “Bah! And the Vizier.  Why is he jealous of Ibn Zaydun’s relationship with my 

father?  Why does a poet threaten him?  Why can’t he let my father enjoy the poet?  My father 

has so few joys.” 

Lubama: “Hakam, you know what court life is like.  Jealousies.  Intrigues . . . .” 

Hakam [not listening to Lubama, but wrapped up in his own thoughts and worries]: “Or 

perhaps the Vizier is up to something more sinister, and this is an opening move in some kind of 

chess game.  Perhaps he sees some personal opportunity in my father’s age . . . . 

“My father is becoming more and more . . . sedentary.  He was always a man of action.  I 

fear that he may be tired of his responsibilities . . . I fear that opportunities will be lost, perhaps 

more will be lost, because of his weariness.  Should I talk to him about this?  Would he think I 

am trying to push him aside?” 

Lubama: “Your father is tired.  It’s natural at his age.  And with all his burdens . . .  But 

there’s no urgent need.  He has other advisers, and Generals, who are not tired, who are attentive, 

and who are loyal -- to your father and to you.  The Vizier is among them -- loyal to you both . . . 
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.  Be at peace.  Focus on what you love.  The sciences.  The arts.  The irrigation plans.  The 

Library.  The Mezquita.” 

Hakam: “Yes, thank you.  If we can secure peace in the East, the borders will be secure 

enough.  If Hasdai brings back a treaty, my father may turn to internal affairs . . . .  Except for the 

pirates in the Mediterranean . . . . which seems to be your concern about Hasdai’s books. 

“You know, it’s been a few years now since John of Gorze arrived with that letter from 

Otto about those pirates.  And all that time John wanders Córdoba asking ‘Why am I here?’  But 

I think it will be settled soon. My sources in Saxony tell me that Otto is learning to be 

diplomatic.  He badly wants our help.” 

Lubama: “I must return to my Library.  I’ll have a word with your sister.  But don’t worry 

yourself over the Vizier.” 

Hakam: “I cannot help but worry.  It’s an important part of court life.” 

 

Scene 8 

 

At the Roman ruins at Tarragona south of Barcelona.  
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Count Sunyer (“Sunyer”) is sitting on a Roman ruin as if it were a throne, backed by 

many soldiers, and by advisors and battle flags, and by his General.  On the screen: “The Roman 

Ruins at Tarragona.” 

The men group stand facing them, at a respectful distance. 

Sunyer nods to his General, and his General addresses Hasdai’s group: “The ground you 

stand on is not yours.  It belongs to a people who bow to no ruler save [he bows to Sunyer] the 

Count of Barcelona.  Our land is rich with almonds and oil and other great gifts; our ships 

command a maritime empire; our merchants make us rich with their enterprise; our language, 

laws and traditions add still more richness.  You will not find a people more fierce in their 

determination to be free.  If you come plotting conquest, that will be your ultimate mistake.”   

The soldier in charge presents Hasdai to Sunyer: “Count Sunyer, our Caliph gives you a 

gift -- the company of this man [gesturing to Hasdai] for however much time as you find him 

helpful.” 

Hasdai bows before Sunyer.  He says: “I am Hasdai, the son of Isaac, the son of Ezra, 

from the sons of the Jerusalem exile who now live in al-Andalus, which the sons of the exile call 

Sefarad.  I am the loyal servant of the Caliph, and I hope to become your friend.”32 

                                                 
32   Except for the last sentence, this is a quotation from the introduction in a letter that Hasdai wrote to the King of 
the Khazars, in aid of a Jewish community in central Asia. 
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Sunyer: “I was told of your coming.  I have heard of your magical cures.  I do not know 

that I believe them . . . .  [Long pause].  For now, you [gesturing also to those with Hasdai] will 

be my guests.” 

[The soldier in charge, alarmed at the word ‘guests,’ looks anxiously at Hasdai; Hasdai 

bows calmly to Sunyer]. 

 

Scene 9 

 

In the courtyard of orange trees outside the Mezquita.  On the screen: “Córdoba, The 

Courtyard of the Mezquita.”   

         

        

Racemundo is sitting on a bench under the orange trees, reading, in the period dress of a 

Catholic Bishop.  The Call to Prayer is being sung.  Many people move through the courtyard 

into the Mezquita, as Racemundo continues reading.  When the crowd thins, John of Gorze 

approaches Racemundo. 
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John: “May I sit down, Bishop Racemundo?” 

Racemundo: “Please do, John.” 

John: “I remember when I first arrived here from Saxony and heard the Call to Prayer.  I 

did not know what it was.  When I learned, I said to myself:  Imagine, being summoned to prayer 

so beautifully.  And 5 times a day.  And praying in this marvelous place [gesturing to the 

Mezquita].  And the exquisite prayer rugs.  Those were the first miraculous things I noticed here.   

“And every day since then, a new miracle.  I have just come from the marketplace.  [He 

gestures in that direction].  They are selling what they call toothpaste.  I tried it.  It is wonderful.  

They say it was brought here from Baghdad.  Have you tried it?” 

Racemundo: “Yes, it is a marvel.” 

John: “I swear, there are marvels all around us . . . .  But why am I here?” 

Racemundo: “John, you know it is out of my hands.  We must wait.  We must be 

patient.” 

John: “I will go and find more miracles.  Enjoy your book.” 

Scene 10 

 

At the camp of the al-Andalus soldiers.  The soldier in charge and Hasdai are having 

breakfast.   
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The soldier in charge, to Hasdai: “It’s been a week since we met Sunyer and he called us 

his guests.  And no word from him since.  How long must we stew here, waiting?  The men are 

becoming anxious. . .”   

Hasdai: “We must be patient.  Count Sunyer wants us to think that we are not a priority 

of his.  To keep us waiting is part of the diplomatic dance.   

“We should use the time to good advantage.  Learn what we can from being in this 

interesting place. 

“Just yesterday I met with two Rabbis from Gerona, and I learned of exciting new 

directions in my faith.  Those new ideas seem to have come from over the mountains in 

Languedoc.  And I hear that over those same mountains there are new developments in the 

Christian faith.  Fascinating.  And this afternoon I am to meet with people of your faith who I’m 

told have other new ideas.” 

The soldier in charge: “If lessons in battle tactics were available, I’d eagerly sign up.” 

Hasdai: “Patience, patience.” 

 
Scene 11 

        33   

                                                 
33 The picture is an artist’s rendering of a Sufi elder.   
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In a meadow, seated in a circle, each on a prayer rug, are Hasdai, the man in rural period 

clothes and the same half-dozen men in period Sufi dress who appeared in Scene 5.  The First 

Sufi and Hasdai are already talking as the scene begins.   

First Sufi, addressing Hasdai: “. . . . You are a man of the world, then.  Some of us here, 

including myself, were strictly men of the world once.  But we have changed . . . You might say 

[he looks at the other Sufis] we gave that up to follow the birds.”  [The other Sufis laugh; Hasdai 

is confused]. 

Hasdai: “What do you mean?” 

The First Sufi: “A poor joke about what we have been studying for several weeks now.  

We have been reading a lengthy poem called ‘The Conference of the Birds.’  Today we read its 

conclusion and discuss its meaning.  The poem is by a physician, like you.  His name is Attar.  

Do you know Persian?” 

Hasdai: “I am not fluent, but I have a working knowledge of it.” 

First Sufi: “Good.  The poem is in Persian.  And of course you know your Torah and its 

story of King Solomon and the Queen of distant Sheeba.  In the Qúran, there is more about them.  

In the Qúran, she is a wise Queen, of a people who worship the sun, and she is searching for 

Truth.  A hoopoe,34 a bird who is a friend and helper to King Solomon, informs the King of the 

Queen’s quest for truth.  Solomon instructs the hoopoe to go to Sheeba and tell her to come to 

Solomon, who will enlighten her.  She makes the long journey to Solomon, he teaches her, and 

she abandons the worship of the sun in favor of the one God, Master of All.  So the Qúran 

relates.   

                                                 
34 The hoopoe is Israel’s national bird. 
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“In Attar’s poem, the birds of the world make a similar spiritual journey, led by King 

Solomon’s hoopoe.  The eleventh and twelfth lines of the poem speak of the hoopoe:     

Like Moses you have seen the flames burn high 
On Sinai’s slopes and there you long to fly . . . . 

The bird longs to return to his Master – to the Master of the Creation -- on Mount Sinai.   

“The hoopoe leads the birds on a journey in search of the one Master.  The birds face 

many challenges and trials on this quest.  They pass through seven valleys -- the Valley of the 

Quest, the Valley of Love, the Valley of Understanding, the Valley of Detachment, the Valley of 

Unity, the Valley of Astonishment -- until they come to the final valley.   

“To pass through these valleys, they must shed what they previously relied on.  They first 

must give up reliance on doctrine and dogma.  Then give up reason in favor of love.  They must 

accept that their knowledge is very limited, useless to the quest.  In the sixth valley, having lost 

all sense of themselves, they identify only with astonishment, with awe.      

“As we come today to the poem’s conclusion, the birds have reached the abode of the 

Master.  Now they will look about for the Master, but will not find him.  The Master’s 

chamberlain will keep them waiting.  Finally, they arrive in his presence.  And there they find 

nothing – except a mirror.  A mirror.   

“We will discuss what that means, but much of the poem’s meaning already is clear – 

that this kind of transformative journey, this spiritual quest, this movement through the world’s 

veils to the meaning beneath the veils, requires that all identity that is dependent on pride and on 

reputation be overcome.  And it is also clear that passionate love, love that is indifferent to 

convention, is a key to shedding pride, a key to putting reputation aside, a key to transformation.   

“If this is of interest to you, you are welcome to join our reading.” 
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Hasdai: “If King Solomon’s trusted colleague, the hoopoe, speaks about the search for 

Truth and meaning, who am I not to listen?  I would love to join your reading and discussion.”   

The First Sufi: “Excellent.  Let us begin.”  The First Sufi begins to read, in Persian. 

 

Scene 12 

35     

In one of Wallada’s private room in the Palace.  On the screen: “Wallada’s Private 

Rooms in the Palace.”  Wallada is at her dressing table, in a period dressing gown, 

smelling/sampling an array of perfumes.  There is a knock on her door, Wallada asks who it is, 

her aide says that Lubama has come to see her, and Wallada says she should enter.  Lubama 

enters, in clothes similar to her clothes in Scene 6 but of a different attractive color. 

       

Wallada: “What a nice surprise.  Make yourself comfortable.” 

Lubama: “Thank you.”  She loosens her clothing, shakes out her hair and sits down.  Her 

beauty is revealed, and Wallada admires it. 

                                                 
35 The photograph is of a room in the Alhambra, in Granada.  The second photograph shows more detail. 
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Wallada: “I was just trying out the new perfumes from Baghdad.  What do you think of 

this one?”  Wallada puts it under Lubama’s nose. 

Lubama: “Too strong for me.” 

Wallada: “Maybe you should try it.  It would light up that Library of yours.” 

Lubama, laughing: “It certainly would cause a stir.  But all the perfumes of Arabia could 

not overcome the mold and dust in some corners of my little kingdom.  [Pause].  Wallada, I came 

to talk to you about these rumors of you and the Vizier.  Hakam thinks your father will be 

disturbed and . . . .” 

Wallada [busy smelling perfumes, cuts Lubama off in mid-sentence]: “The Vizier is kind 

of cute . . . .  Don’t you agree? [Pause, no reply] I suppose you never considered the question.” 

Lubama: “This matter with the Vizier is serious . . .” 

Wallada [cutting her off again]: “No, it is not.  It is a trifle.  It will pass quickly.  At most, 

it will be an interesting test of my relationship with Ibn Zaydun.  By the way, have you had any 

word of Hasdai?” 

Lubama [downcast]: “No.  It is too early to expect to hear from him.  But it feels like an 

eternity.” 

Wallada: “Remember, he has been away many times before on such missions.  And each 

time he returns more eager to see you . . . more hungry for you.” 

Lubama blushes. 

Wallada: “But a little perfume wouldn’t hurt.  How about this subtle one?  [Wallada 

hands Lubama a bottle.  Lubama smells it and smiles].  Rosewater.  The Persians pay it to 

Baghdad as part of their tribute.  [Lubama smells again; pause].  Of course you don’t need 

perfume to hold Hasdai’s affections.  Trust me, I have experience with affairs of the heart.  You 
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and Hasdai are well matched.  Fine minds.  Open minds. A love of books and learning.  

Maturity.  Respect and concern for the feelings of others.  A nice sense of humor, although you 

both try to hide it.  [Pause] Yet I wonder whether you also share something problematic -- a need 

to love someone who is not fully accessible.  Or am I mistaken?  Will you prove me wrong and 

give us all a real lesson in what is most important in this life?” 

Lubama: “I ask myself such questions.  Hasdai and I have discussed them.  Our public 

obligations always seem to interrupt and take precedence.” 

Wallada: “Yes, well, I understand that.  You know, there are some people, if they knew 

about your relationship, who would want to see it fail.  Who would see it as a threat to their faith, 

maybe even to the realm.  So maybe it’s best to keep it hidden.  [Pause] Or maybe that’s the very 

kind of fearful thinking that keeps us from being free.  [Pause].  These are the serious matters, 

not the nonsense between the Vizier and Ibn Zaydun.  But there is no need to rush.  From what I 

see, you are moving in the right direction.  Would you like to keep that perfume that you have 

been clutching and see it if does not help move you further in the right direction?” 

Lubama, smiling: “I would.  Thank you.” 

 

Scene 13 
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In the private rooms of Sunyer.  On the screen: “Count Sunyer’s Palace.”  Sunyer and 

Hasdai sit alone before an array of food, with Sunyer’s guards in the background. 

Sunyer: “I hope you have been enjoying your stay here.”   

Hasdai: “Since we arrived a few weeks ago I have seen for myself some of the riches that 

the General spoke of in Tarragona, and I have met some fascinating people.  And I have also 

heard interesting things about new religious movements on the other side of your mountains, in 

Languedoc.” 

[On “stage left,” in the rear appear a small group of people dressed as medieval Gnostics 

and Cathars, and they are identified as such in some way.  They are talking among themselves or 

reading but not heard]. 

Sunyer: “If you mean the Cathars, I do not know what to make of them.  But the 

mountains are a formidable ally against any threats from the North or the East.  [The Gnostics 

and Cathars disappear].   

“I am more interested in my neighbors to the West.  [Pause].  I have heard tales of how 

the ancestor of your Caliph came to Córdoba from Damascus centuries ago.  Tell me what you 

know of that.” 

Hasdai: “You refer to the one we call the Great Prince and how he made his way to 

Córdoba after the bloody battle between the Umayyads and the Abbasids in your people’s year    

. . . about 750.  To understand this, one must go back to the death of the Prophet Muhammad, in 

your people’s year 632. 

“Muhammad was a cousin of the Umayyad family.  After Muhammad died, the position 

of Caliph, leader of the Muslim world, was assumed by the Umayyads.  The Umayyads then 

moved the capital of Islam from Arabia to cosmopolitan Damascus.  [The scene in Sunyer’s 
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room dissolves, and we see scenes of Old Damascus].  For the next 90 years, the Umayyad 

family ruled the Islamic world from Damascus, and Islam expanded greatly [the scene in Old 

Damascus dissolves, and we see a map showing Islam’s expansion], east and west, north and 

south.  One of those Umayyads, Caliph Abd al-Malik, built the great Dome of the Rock Mosque 

in Jerusalem.  [The scene of the map dissolves, and we see scenes of the Dome of the Rock].   

“The Umayyad Caliphate in Damascus came to a sudden end in the year 750.  [The scene 

of the Dome of the Rock dissolves, and we see scenes of a great battle of period Muslim forces].   

Rival factions in the Eastern part of the Islamic world united behind the Abbasid family, which 

had its own claim to being the rightful successor to the Prophet Mohammad.  In a series of 

battles, the Abbasid forces defeated the Umayyad forces, and Damascus fell in 750. 

“In an attempt to wipe out any future claim of succession by the Umayyads, the Abbasids 

massacred the Umayyad family.  The Abbasids claimed the Caliphate and moved the capital of 

Islam back east, to Baghdád.”  [The scene returns to Sunyer’s rooms]. 

Sunyer: “If the Umayyads were so successful, expanding Islam, why did they fall so 

suddenly to another Muslim group?  What caused this battle you describe?” 

Hasdai: “I cannot say.  The real cause, or causes, are lost in the sands of time.  Perhaps 

some people were not being respected and treated as they should.  Or perhaps the cause was 

trivial -- except to those involved.  Or maybe there was a serious misunderstanding. 

“There was a great Rabbi 1000 years ago in Jerusalem.  He spoke about love.  He said we 

must feed the hungry and give shelter to the homeless and attend to the poor and the suffering, 

and his actions matched those words.  He said the authorities of his day, secular and religious, 

had turned their backs on what matters most.  But he spoke mostly in metaphors.  He said the 

meek would inherit the earth, that the last would be first, and that a rich man has little chance to 
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make it into what he called the Kingdom of God.  Those in power became fearful and angry, and 

the great Rabbi was put to death.  That caused a split in the Rabbi’s religion, and much blood has 

been spilt as a result.” 

Sunyer: “Why do you suppose God allows these things to happen?” 

[On “stage left,” in the rear, appear a small group of people dressed as Kabbalists, and 

they are identified in some way as such.  They are talking among themselves or reading but 

cannot be heard]. 

Hasdai: “Some in my faith, here in your realm, say that when God made the Creation, the 

divine power was so strong that the Creation cracked in places, and that the world’s 

imperfections come from those cracks.  They say that our purpose on Earth is to work with God 

to repair those cracks, and we can do that with love and with noble deeds.”36  [The Kabbalists 

disappear]. 

Sunyer: “We have veered into speculations . . . .  You have not yet told me of this Great 

Prince as you call him and how he came to be Caliph in al-Andalus.” 

Hasdai: “The Great Prince was never Caliph.  Let me explain. 

“There was only one survivor of the massacre of the Umayyad family.  A young man, 

Abd al-Rahman, a Prince of the Umayyads, somehow escaped.  He was about 18 at the time.  

The young Prince’s mother was a Berber tribeswoman from what today is Morocco, so the 

Prince fled from Damascus, south through the Holy Land, then west through Sinai, and into 

Egypt and across North Africa to Morocco.”  

                                                 
36 Hasdai references Kabbalist theology.  The Kabbalah had important roots in Languedoc, in Gerona, northeast of 
Barcelona, and in various parts of al-Andalus.  See, Menocal, The Ornament of the World, at 217-222.  The 
Kabbalah became more fully developed in the sixteenth century, in significant part by Jews who had been expelled 
from Spain in 1492 when the Christians reconquered the land. 
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[The scene in Sunyer’s rooms dissolves, and we see scenes of the Great Prince on 

horseback crossing the desert in North Africa].   

“It was a perilous trip on horseback, as the Abbasids had sent their men across the region 

to find and kill him.  When the Prince finally reached Morocco, the land of his mother, five years 

after he fled, he found that many of his Berber kinsmen had crossed the Strait of Gibraltar to al-

Andalus, during the invasion of 711 and in the several decades thereafter.  He followed them to 

the capital, Córdoba. 

“The Prince’s arrival in Córdoba presented a great problem for the governor of al-

Andalus.  Prince al-Rahman was the Umayyad Caliph’s son, descendant of the desert warrior 

companions of the Prophet, and also the child of a Berber tribeswoman -- a natural leader of the 

Muslim soldiers and settlers. 

“The governor tried to buy peace by offering the Prince his daughter’s hand in marriage.  

But the Prince was intent on quickly re-establishing the Umayyad dynasty in the new land.  He 

assembled forces loyal to him, defeated the governor and became the ruler of al-Andalus. 
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“The Great Prince, as he came to be known, saw himself as the genuine successor to the 

Prophet Muhammad.  To him and his descendants, al-Andalus was the authentic continuation of 

the traditions of Islam.  To demonstrate that, the Great Prince began to build the symbol of the 

continuation of the Umayyad dynasty in al-Andalus -- the Great Mosque of Córdoba, an 

architectural wonder that has come to be known affectionately as La Mezquita.  

“The accomplishments of the Great Prince were hailed even by his enemies, the 

Abbasids, who had tried to kill him.  It is recorded that the second Abbasid Caliph, al-Mansur, 

once asked his courtiers who deserved the exalted title, Foremost of the Prophet’s Tribe.  The 

courtiers of course replied, ‘You.’  The Caliph al-Mansur said, no, it is the Great Prince who 

deserves the title.37 

“The Great Prince ruled al-Andalus for 32 years.  He built his palace just north of 

Córdoba on the edge of a stream.  He called his palace Rusafá, and he modeled it on his family’s 

estate in Damascus, which the Abbasids had destroyed, and which also was called Rusafá.  Its 

extensive gardens served as a laboratory.  He planted there trees and plants that never before had 

grown in our land, but now could grow because of the Great Prince’s attention to irrigation 

works.  He planted in Rusafá the first date palm trees in our land, along with lemons, limes, 

                                                 
37 Safi, L. (1995) “Leadership and Subordination: An Islamic Perspective.”  The American Journal of Islamic Social 
Sciences, quotes Caliph al-Mansur’s answer as follows: 

No, Abd al-Rahman, who escaped by his cunning the spearheads 
of the lances and the blades of the swords, who after wandering 
solitary through the deserts of Asia and Africa, had the boldness to 
seek his fortune without an army, in lands unknown to him beyond 
the sea.  Having naught to rely upon save his own wits and 
perseverance, he nonetheless humiliated his proud foes, 
exterminated rebels, organized cities, mobilized armies, secured 
his frontiers against the Christians, founded a great empire and 
reunited under his scepter a realm that seemed already parceled out 
among others.  No man before him ever did such deeds. 
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apricots, mulberry trees, orange trees, and many others – even sugar cane and rice, from India.  

And then he spread them near and far. 

“In his old age, knowing he would die far from his native Damascus, the Great Price 

wrote a short poem about a date palm tree that stood in his palace gardens outside of Córdoba.  

This is the poem of his old age:    

A palm tree stands in the middle of Rusafá, 
Born in the West, far from the land of palms. 
I said to it:  How like me you are, far from home and in exile, 
In long separation from family and friends. 
You have sprung from soil in which you are a stranger; 
And I, like you, am far from home. 

 
“My Master, Abd ar-Rahman III, is the great-great-great-great grandson of the Great 

Prince.  Sixteen years ago, after having ruled for 34 years, my Master declared himself Caliph, 

leader of the entire Islamic world.  The Great Prince did not take that bold step, no doubt because 

al-Andalus was too young.  Neither did the Great Prince’s son and grandson, nor that grandson’s 

son or grandson, claim the Caliphate.   

“My Master did.   

“Some say realms, like men, have life cycles.  If that is so, then al-Andalus is in its 

prime.”   

Sunyer: “A fitting place to end for now.  We will continue another time.” 
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Scene 14 

 

The next norming, at the camp of the al-Andalus soldiers.  The soldier in charge greets 

Hasdai over breakfast: “Did you talk to him about the treaty?”   

Hasdai: “Patience.  More patience.  These things take time.” 

A messenger from Sunyer rides up in haste and asks for Hasdai: “The Lord’s son Miro 

has been stricken again.  The last time this happened was six months ago.  This time he is worse.  

Our physicians don’t know what to do.  We have heard that you have powerful new medicines 

that may help.” 

Hasdai: “What you call new medicine is in fact very old.  I must see the patient.” 

The messenger: “Can you come now?” 

Hasdai: “Of course.” 

 

Scene 15 
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In Miró’s private room in Sunyer’s palace.  Miró is in bed, unconscious.  Hasdai is 

tending to him.  Count Sunyer’s doctors are behind Hasdai, as are several guards.  Miró regains 

consciousness.  Sunyer’s doctors are amazed.  Hasdai whispers a Jewish prayer in Hebrew: 

“Baruch Ata Adonai Eloheynu Melekh ha’Olam, Mehayeh HaMeitim.”  [translation in 

subtitle].38  He then backs away from the bed, gesturing for Sunyer’s doctors to take over, and 

they do. 

 

Scene 16 

       

Hasdai is escorted into Sunyer’s room.  Sunyer greets him warmly and orders everyone 

else out. 

Sunyer: “Do you think it was poison?” 

Hasdai: “I cannot say with confidence.  But one of the ailments the medicine cures is 

poison, and the response to the medicine is consistent with poison.  So it is quite possible.  

[Pause].  I think it is prudent to assume it is poison.  And I think it is prudent to assume there will 

be further attempts.  I will give your doctors a variation of the medicine that should be taken at 

regular intervals during the year, and that should protect him from future attempts.” 

                                                 
38 “Blessed are You, Lord of the Universe, Who gives life to the dead.” 
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Sunyer: “I have two sons, Miró and Borrell.  It is my great hope that they will rule this 

land together when my time has passed.39  Do you think that a foolish hope?” 

Hasdai: “It is a very difficult thing.  It is difficult enough for a Lord, a Caliph, a King, to 

have two sons; that alone makes for division.  But to groom two sons to succeed you . . . .  The 

problem of succession plagues all rulers.  It can drive good men to do terrible things for what 

they think is the greater good -- somewhat like sending soldiers to battle knowing many will not 

return, but knowing that you must . . . .  Raising two sons to succeed you -- it is an audacious 

thing to attempt -- and a noble one.  And you must raise them exceedingly well.  For even if you 

succeed in your hope, what then?  Can a land be ruled by two men?  [Pause].  If your hope 

proves true, and if your sons rule this land together, and if they rule well, the names of Sunyer, 

Miró and Borrell will be honored for centuries.  As my people say: ‘Cain Y’he Razon.’  May it 

be God’s will.” 

Sunyer: “Tell me about your wisdom, that makes you able to do what my doctors cannot.  

Where did you acquire it?  And tell me how a son of the Jerusalem exile, as you call yourself, 

came to serve the Caliph.” 

Hasdai: “It is not my wisdom that provided the cure.  The cure was known to the 

ancients, but became lost.  Some say that God made me the means of finding what was lost.  But 

without the wisdom that God gave to the Great Prince and his ancestors, I would not have been 

in a position to look for what I found. 

“One of the most important institutions in al-Andalus -- one that helped me find the cure  

-- is my Master’s Library.  My Master devotes huge resources to it, as did his ancestors.  It holds 

750,000 volumes.  It employs scores of translators.  We send buyers throughout the Islamic 

                                                 
39 Historical. 
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world, and beyond, to obtain texts.  We are particularly interested in ancient texts, in Latin, 

Greek, Arabic, Persian . . . .  I believe our Library is the largest in the world.  And that Library is 

only one of 70 in Córdoba. 

“Libraries and translators are so important to us because learning is so important in al-

Andalus.  Astronomy.  Chemistry.  Botany.  Mathematics.  Medicine.  Irrigation, Agriculture and 

water rights.  History.  Music.  Geography.    Much more. 

“We are open to learning from everyone.  We learn much from the ancients, including 

from Aristotle and his fellow Greeks.  We learn from our friends in Baghdad, who have a similar 

attitude of learning from others.  We learn from people who are distant and very different, even 

the Chinese.  Our commercial contacts in the Far East taught us to make paper, which in turn 

greatly assists our libraries. 

“I have heard it said that this love of learning has much to do with Islam.  Islam in Arabic 

means both “surrender” and “peace.”   Being at one with the Divine Will.  It is a spiritual state of 

mind that is humble and open to the mysteries, to what cannot be seen, or cannot yet be seen, 

because it is beyond our limited human understanding.   

“When a Muslim in al-Andalus learns of something new that upsets current 

understanding, he is excited and pleased.  He is pleased because that discovery is added proof 

that the world is even more complex than we thought, created by a Divine Will that is amazing.   

“Does this same love of learning prevail in Muslim lands beyond al-Andalus and 

Baghdad?  I cannot say.  Maybe that attitude is particularly strong in lands where Muslims co-

exist with other peoples, because there is a practical need to be open to other ways, to other 

ideas.  And maybe intermarriage also contributes. You know, my Master’s mother was a 

Christian member of the Harem, and his paternal grandmother also was Christian. 
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“Does our attitude toward learning differ from the attitude in non-Muslim lands?  I have 

only limited experience.  It does appear that in Christian lands the Church and the priesthood 

play a much greater role than the mullahs play in our land.  Indeed, it seems that the Church and 

the priesthood largely control learning, and that would tend to confine learning in many ways. 

“Very much related to this is our land’s law of the dhimmi, as it is called.  The dhimmi 

protects the People of the Book, Christians and Jews, all the people who accept what your faith 

calls The Old Testament -- all the people of Abraham.  Under dhimmi protection, they all are 

entitled to worship as they please, to work as they please and to law courts of their own and 

otherwise to regulate their own communal affairs – as long as they accept Muslim rule, including 

the local tax. 

“With this foundation, al-Andalus has thrived.” 

Sunyer: “I ask you about yourself, and you tell me more of your land and its rulers.  This 

must be more of your diplomacy.   

“It is late.  Today has been eventful enough.  Let us continue tomorrow. . . . And thank 

you.” 

[Hasdai bows and withdraws].   
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Scene 17 

          

In Racemundo’s office in his Church.  Racemundo and Hrotsvitha sit facing each other.  

A large crucifix hangs on the wall behind them.  Racemundo wears the period clothing of a 

Bishop.  Hrotsvitha wears period convent clothing. 

Hrotsvitha: “Thank you for taking time from your busy schedule to see me.” 

Racemundo: “It is my pleasure.  It is not often that a famous writer from the lands to the 

North visits Córdoba.  What is the purpose of your visit?” 

Hrotsvitha: “In Saxony we have heard fabulous stories about your City.  About houses 

with running water.  About paved streets, and lights in the streets at night.  About your 

production of silks and paper – and books.  About your Library.  About your irrigation systems.  

About the Palace the Caliph built just outside the City – it is said to have machines that look and 

roar like lions, others that look and sing like birds, quicksilver ponds, a levitating throne and 

other wonders previously unknown.  But most important to me – about your poetry. [Pause].  I 

wanted to see if the stories are true.” 

Racemundo: “Have you been here long enough to form an impression? 

Hrotsvitha: “I have not only formed an impression.  I think I have a fitting phrase to 

describe Córdoba.” 

Racemundo: “Pray, tell, what is it?” 
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Hrotsvitha: “Ornament of the World.”40 

Racemundo: “That is high praise, indeed.” 

Hrotsvitha: “And you, Bishop, you must deserve much of the credit, being a close advisor 

of the Caliph.” 

Racemundo: “I don’t know about credit.  But, yes, I advise the Caliph on certain matters. 

So do others.” 

Hrotsvitha: “Do you advise him concerning the people of our faith, your parishioners?” 

Racemundo: “He asks me about their welfare.” 

Hrotsvitha: “And how do the people of our faith view their situation here?” 

Racemundo: “Let me answer you this way:  My family has lived in this land for many 

centuries.  First, under the Romans.  Then, after Rome fell, when the Visigoths ruled.  The 

Visigoth rulers here were of our faith, and most of the people here of other faiths were Jewish 

families.  Frankly, the Visigoths did not treat the Jewish people here with the respect they 

deserve. 

“Then, when the Muslims came from North Africa and conquered the land 250 years ago, 

they allowed both our people and people of Jewish faith to practice their religion as they wished, 

and to work as they wished.  But in exchange for those protections, both we and the Jewish 

community pay a special tax, and we must respect Muslim rule.  The Jewish community 

accepted that more readily than our community did.  For the Jewish community, it was a great 

leap forward from life under the Visigoths.  For our community . . . well, our community used to 

rule the land, so, naturally, it was a more difficult transition.” 

                                                 
40 The phrase is from the historical Hrotsvitha.  See Scene 33. 
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Hrotsvitha: “I have heard talk that the Caliph executed members of our community not 

long ago because of their faith.  Is there any truth to that?” 

[A small group of people dressed in the costume of the Inquisition appear at “stage left” 

in the rear.  They are talking among themselves or reading bibles but not heard]. 

Racemundo: “Only this:  Decades ago about 50 radicals among our community decided 

to challenge the first principle here, that Muslim rule must be respected.  They publicly 

denounced Islam and its prophet.  They said horrible things about Islam and Mohammad.  Yes, 

the Caliph had them executed.  Some in our community called these men martyrs.  But really 

they were suicides.”41  [The people at “stage left” rear disappear]. 

Hrotsvitha: “That must have been a difficult time for you.  Are many of our people still 

angry about the executions?” 

Racemundo: “I think not . . . .  [Pause].  You know, in Islam our Lord Jesus is one of the 

five great messengers of God.  He is the most mentioned person in the Quran, and he is the only 

one of God’s messengers who is called Messiah.  Muslims also believe that Jesus’ birth was 

miraculous and that Jesus one day will return and bring justice and peace to the world.  The two 

faiths have much in common, and I emphasize that when I preach on the subject.” 

Hrotsvitha: “But the differences are more important, are they not?  Jesus was the Son of 

God, is that not so Bishop?  Is that not the core of our faith?  Yet Islam denies it.” 

Racemundo: “According to Islam, Jesus always speaks the truth.  [Pause] 

“Jesus taught in parables.  In Matthew 13:10 the disciples ask him why he does not teach 

more plainly.  And Jesus answers, in effect: There are those who are willing to hear and those 

who will not.  I understand this as a challenge – and a warning.  It is a challenge, to each of us, to 

                                                 
41 Racemundo’s summary of these events is historical. 
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look closely at his words, and his actions, to study them, to talk about them, with an open mind 

and a loving heart -- to turn them words over and over, as my Jewish friends turn the words of 

the Old Testament, and always to be ready to learn more from his teachings because they go so 

deep.  

“And it is also a warning – not to presume that we know the full spiritual truth.  And I 

believe that our Savior is telling us that we should be having conversations about his teachings 

with everyone we encounter – including our Muslim friends, to whom Jesus is so important.” 

Hrotsvitha: “Is that also how the Muslim rulers here see it?” 

Racemundo: “Unlike many of us, they do not so much talk about their faith as try to live 

it.  That is my observation.” 

Hrotsvitha: “Well, I am quite interested both in metaphors and in your rulers.  I hear that 

the Caliph’s daughter is a lover of poetry.  [Pause].  Do you think it would be possible for me to 

meet her?” 

Racemundo: “Let me see if I can arrange that.” 

Hrotsvitha: “Thank you.  I would like that very much.” 

Scene 18 

42      

                                                 
42 The picture is of a street in the Judería in Córdoba. 
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Wallada is walking in the street, without a veil.  Her attractive dress has Arabic words 

embroidered on it.  The other people in the street are dressed in modest period clothes of 

different kinds.  The women wear head veils.  The men wear skull caps.  On the screen: 

“Córdoba, the Judería (the Jewish Quarter).” 

Some people gawk at her.  One of them is a cute young boy, 10 years old.  He stares the 

hardest of all at Wallada, and she notices.  She goes over to him.  He is frozen, as a deer in 

headlights. 

Wallada: “Hello.  How are you on this fine day?” 

The boy cannot bring himself to reply. 

Wallada: “What’s your name?” 

The boy: “Judah.” 

Wallada: “I am Wallada.  Where are you going?” 

Judah: “To the Talmud Academy over there” [He points]. 

Wallada looks where he points: “Ah.  The one that Hasdai built years ago?” 

Judah: “Yes.  Have you heard the news?  It’s so exciting.  Pirates captured four Rabbis 

from Baghdad and held them for ransom.  Hasdai ransomed one, Rabbi Moses ben Enoch, and 

now Rabbi Moses is here, in my Academy.”43 

Wallada: “Yes, I’ve heard, But tell me about you.” 

Judah: “I live down the street with my father and my older sister, Qasmuna.  They fight a 

lot.  Kind of.  If I were her I would fight harder than she does.” 

Wallada: “Why do you say that?” 

                                                 
43 The pirates’ capture of Rabbi Moses ben Hanoch and three other Rabbis, and his ransom by Hasdai, is historical. 
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Judah: “Father keeps her cooped up.  She can hardly go outside.  But she can’t bring 

herself to say what she needs to say, because . . .  You have to ask her why.” 

Wallada: “I would like to do that.  Go now.  You don’t want to be late for school.” 

[Judah runs off] 

 

Scene 19 

       

In Sunyer’s rooms.  Sunyer and Hasdai are playing chess, as in the picture in Alfonso the 

Wise’s 1282 Book of Games.  They continue to play through the dialogue below. 

Sunyer: “You have not told me about yourself, though I asked.” 

Hasdai: “I am little more than the beneficiary of certain gifts from the Creator, from al-

Andalus, and from my parents.  The Creator gave me the ability to learn, and al-Andalus and my 

parents gave me the opportunity to learn.   

“My education was broad.  My father was a man of great learning.  He made sure I had a 

traditional Jewish education.  Then I studied the Arabic humanities – that is, the sciences and 

what is called adab, proper behavior and refinement.  Such study is available to anyone who 

knows Arabic and can afford it.  Arabic was no problem.  Most everyone in al-Andalus knows 

Arabic, and I seem to have a talent for languages.  There are so many languages heard in al-

Andalus – every-day Arabic, classic Arabic, Hebrew, Romance, Latin – learning languages came 

naturally.  [He stops, thinks].  Some would say that learning languages was my first love. 
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“Next I studied medicine.  Medicine is my greatest love.  [The scene in Sunyer’s rooms 

dissolves, and, as Hasdai speaks, we see Hasdai pouring over ancient books, working on paper 

with various formulas, and making medicines from plants]. 

“I came to the attention of my Master, the Caliph, through my rediscovery of theriaca.  

Theriaca was first fashioned about 1000 years ago by the King of Pontus.44  That ancient King 

did not subscribe to the Hippocratic Oath – he experimented on his prisoners with poisons, and 

with attempted cures, eventually coming up with an effective antidote.  He must have been 

desperate for an antidote, and he kept his complex formula secret.  Over the centuries, that 

formula was lost, though some claimed to have recreated it.  My readings, my research, led me to 

what I believe to be the very potent original formula, and news of that discovery brought me to 

my Master’s court in Córdoba.  It was theriaca that helped your son the other day. 

“Once in Córdoba, I immersed myself in the riches of its Library.  I made many friends, 

including people who came to Córdoba from far-away places.   

“The head of the Library is a marvelous woman.  [The scene returns to Sunyer’s rooms 

and to the chess match, and Hasdai and Sunyer make chess moves as Hasdai speak; Hasdai, 

meanwhile, seems to be in reverie, thinking of Lubama].  Her calligraphy is the most beautiful.  

She loves mathematics and the sciences.  When she happens to come upon children, even in the 

street, she stops to teach them . . . .  [Hasdai recovers himself]. 

“I became close to my Master when he appointed me his personal physician.  At about 

the same time, the Jewish community needed a new leader, and I was chosen.  Jewish learning 

and tradition is another of my loves.   

                                                 
44 King Mithridates VI. 
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“After I became his physician, my Master from time to time asked me for advice on non-

medical matters, and he thought my advice helpful.  Later, making use of my ability with 

languages, he began to give me diplomatic assignments.” 

Sunyer [making a checkmate move]: “Mate.  Diversion is an important strategy, you 

know, in games and in battle. 

“Now that our little game is over, let me turn to what brought you here.  I think I 

understand the broad outline of your mission.  Your Master, as you call him, desires a peaceful, 

secure eastern border, and also peace at sea for his merchants.  Am I correct?” 

Hasdai: “Yes.  Free and secure sea routes to the East, to Sicily and the other islands, to 

the northern coast, to the coast of Africa -- all the way to the Holy Land if we have the 

cooperation of the Byzantines, which we will -- are key to progress, economic and otherwise.  

With our sailors and ships working together we can make that a reality for both our lands.  That 

is the vision that sent me here.  And I will report to my Master that, from my experience here and 

my talks with you, and your sons, he has a potential partner of great strength and ability.” 

Sunyer: “I am favorably inclined to this vision of yours, of your Caliph.  But we must get 

to particulars.  I will ask Borrell to discuss that with you.  He has a good head for these things, 

and he will learn from the experience, from dealing with you. 

“Let us retire now, my friend.” 

Hasdai: “My Count.” 
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Scene 20 

            

On the screen: “Another of Wallada’s rooms in the Palace.”  Wallada, dressed more 

casually, and not modestly, presides over a kind of soirée, surrounded by poets and musicians.  

All recline on couches or on carpets. 

Wallada: “This evening we have a new guest, recently arrived from Baghdad.  This is 

Dunash ben Labrat, a friend of Hasdai.” 

[Dunash acknowledges the introduction]: “It is a great pleasure to be here in Córdoba . . . 

and an even greater privilege to be in this room with the daughter of the Caliph [nodding to 

Wallada] and with you.  [nodding to Ibn Zaydun].  The poetry of Ibn Zaydun is much recited and 

praised in the court in Baghdad.” 

Ibn Zaydun: “Very kind of you.” 

Dunash: “I must tell you that when Hasdai suggested I move here, I was sure that 

Córdoba would be a large step down from the amenities and cultural life of Baghdad.  That 

conceit of superiority has been completely demolished.  My eyes have been opened.  And I think 

that they are about to be opened further.” 

Wallada: “Enough formalities.  Let’s have some fun.  Let’s show Dunash how we play 

our little games.  [turning to Dunash].  One of my favorites starts with someone proposing a 

theme, any theme.  Someone else must improvise a poem on that theme.  Then someone else 
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responds with another improvised poem that in some way builds the first poem.  We continue 

like that until we agree that the theme is played out. 

“Usually, I ask who wants to propose a theme.  But today, in light of recent events at 

court, I would like to start with a new poem of my own that needs to be heard.  Here is my poem 

[Wallada looks directly at Ibn Zaydun]: 

I fear for you, my beloved so much 
that even my own sight, even the ground you tread 
even the hours that pass threaten to snatch you away from me. 
Even if I were able to conceal you within the pupils of my eyes and 
hide you there until the day of Judgment 
my fear would still not be allayed. 
 

Everyone is quiet for 15 seconds.  Then Ibn Zaydun, looking directly at Wallada, 

responds with an improvised poem: 

It is your passion only that has made me famous 
among high and low.  Your face devours my feelings and thoughts. 
When you are absent, I cannot be consoled, 
but when you appear, all my cares and troubles fly away.45 
 

Wallada, smiles broadly, very pleased.  The others cry, “Bravo,” and “Ole.” 

Wallada: “I will not ask anyone to match that.  And the point’s been made.  Let’s enjoy 

some music.” 

[A guitarist, a drummer and a clapper come forward and proceed to play period music].   

Wallada gestures to Dunash and Ibn Zaydun to come sit closer to her, and they do. 

Wallada to Dunash: “Are your quarters here comfortable?” 

Dunash: “Very comfortable.  Hasdai has seen to it.” 

Wallada: “Will you spend most of your time in the Judería, or would you like to be a 

presence at court?” 

                                                 
45  Both poems are historical, and are by Wallada and Ibn Zaydun, respectively. 
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Dunash: “I think I should establish myself with my people first.  I have so much to learn, 

but I should start with my people.” 

Ibn Zaydun: “You also have much to teach, having learned so much in Baghdad.” 

Dunash: “You know, I learned in Baghdad, from my teacher, the great scholar who my 

people call Sa’adia Gaon, that my people have much to learn from your people.  The Sa’adia 

Gaon himself learned much about our sacred language, Hebrew, by studying and comparing it to 

your sacred language, Arabic.  I have taken the next step, using the meters and forms of your 

poetry to make new Hebrew poetry.  When we walk together, we can accomplish much.  As I 

wrote in a recent poem addressed to those in my faith: 

Let Scripture be Your Eden, 
And the Arabs’ books your paradise grove.46 
 

Wallada to Dunash: “That is beautifully put.” 

Dunash: “Unfortunately, some of my people disagree.” 

[A small group of men, dressed in Jewish Orthodox clothing, appear “stage left” in the 

rear.  They are talking among themselves or reading bibles but not heard]. 

Dunash: “They are suspicious of our walking together.  They say it is unholy to look to 

your tradition and to your wisdom.  I am almost finished writing a book that relates to the 

subject.” 

Wallada: “In our faith also we have people with such views.  [The Mullahs from Scene 7 

reappear, on “stage right” in the rear].  I am afraid that my way of addressing them is to thumb 

my nose at them.  Not very effective.  My father and my brother deal better with such problems.” 

                                                 
46 All that remains of Dunash’s poetry is this fragment from one of his poems. 
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[The Inquisition people from Scene 17 reappear, on “stage center” in the rear.  All three 

groups say, chant or sing, together]: 

“Answers.   
We have the answers you need. 
Doctrine. 
Ritual. 
Believe in the Answers. 
Have Faith in the Belief. 
Certainty, Identity, Stability.”  [And then they disappear]. 
 

Wallada: “But I must be who I am, so I walk openly with my views and with my friends.  

[Pause].  Speaking of walking together, I walked yesterday in the Judería.  Perhaps I drifted that 

way unconsciously, eager to meet you.  I drew even more stares there than I do when I walk the 

streets near here.” 

Ibn Zaydun: “That is only natural.  The Jewish women also cover their face.  An 

uncovered female face alone is an event, in every street.  But your face -- a face of such beauty -- 

it is a miracle the sun does not stop and stare.” 

Wallada to Dunash: “He cannot stop.  And I love it . . . .  One of those who stared at me 

yesterday was a boy, about 10.  I stopped and spoke to him.  He was delightful.  I think I may 

spend more time in your neighborhood.” 

Scene 21 

47     48 

                                                 
47 The picture is of a mosaic floor in the Judería in Córdoba. 

48 The picture is the entrance to the Old Synagogue in Córdoba.     
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In a Jewish schoolhouse in the Judería.  On the screen: “The Talmud Academy in the 

Judería.”  The Rabbi, Nathan, is trying to teach, but the students are bored.  In the corner, sitting 

quietly, is Rabbi Moses ben Hanoch. 

Rabbi Nathan: “The Torah portion this week contains this teaching, from Deuteronomy 

6:6: ‘These commandments that I give you today are to be on your hearts.’  What are the 

commandments that are referred to here?”  [The students do not respond].  “Can no one tell me 

the commandments?”  [Silence] “Even one of the commandments?”  [Silence].  “We just studied 

this last week.”  [Rabbi Nathan is very frustrated.  Moses rises and pours water for him.  Rabbi 

Nathan turns to Rabbi Moses]: “Rabbi Moses, would you like to comment on the portion?” 

 

[Rabbi Moses addresses the class]: “It says, in the Torah: ‘These commandments that I 

give you today are to be on your hearts.’  Why do you think the holy book says that Ha-Shem 

places his words on our hearts and not in our hearts?  [Pause; his question has captured the 

students’ attention] Would it not have been better for Ha-Shem to have placed his words, his 

commandments, in our hearts?  [Pause] By the way, this kind of a question is perfectly proper -- 

why Ha-Shem did this and not that.  This is a way to think and to learn. 

“This is not an easy question.  It has been asked by our rabbis for centuries:  Why did Ha-

Shem not put his words in our hearts in the first place?”  [Pause]. 

[The students are very interested in the question but cannot answer it.  Some scratch their 

heads]. 
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“Some sages answer the question this way:  If Ha-Shem had placed the words in our 

hearts, then we would take them for granted.  Instead, the words are placed on our hearts, and 

they drop into our hearts when our hearts break open, and then we really pay attention to them.” 

[The students listen intently to what Moses is saying and respond enthusiastically.  They 

shout out questions about what taking things for granted means and how hearts break open]. 

Rabbi Moses: “Let me tell you a story about taking things for granted.  There was a 

righteous man who, in his travels, found a baby lying on the ground in a deserted land.  The man 

saved the baby from sure starvation and death.  He took the baby into his family, raising him, 

taking care of all his needs in food, clothing, and education. 

“Many years later, this same righteous man heard of a captive who had fallen into the 

hands of an enemy.  The righteous man ransomed the captive.  He took him into his house, 

giving him some of the same benefits he gave to the baby he found many years before. 

“Now, that freed captive was much more grateful than was the baby, who by then had 

grown into a young man.  Why?  Because the freed captive was lifted from a state of suffering 

into a state of peace at a time in his life when he was able to realize his great good fortune.  But 

the baby, even when he grew to young manhood, and even though he had been told what 

happened, had no memory of being deserted and close to death, because he was only a baby 

when that happened.  He had not really experienced and felt the suffering he had escaped.  And 

because of that, he was not in touch with the great favor done to him, because he had been so 

used to the benefits of that favor all his life that he could remember. 

“Also, what the righteous man did for the baby was far more than what he did for the 

ransomed captive; because the baby, now a young man, had received all those benefits for a far 
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longer time than the freed captive.  His gratefulness should have been stronger, but in fact it was 

weaker.  In short, the freed captive did not take his rescue for granted.  The saved baby did.”49 

[The students are rapt with attention as Moses relates this story.  Rabbi Moses continues, 

after a pause]: “I would like to answer your questions about how hearts break open, but I have 

taken up too much of Rabbi Nathan’s time.  [Pause] 

“Let me leave you with one other thing to think about.  The saved baby and the freed 

captive should both be very grateful.  We can all agree on that.”  [The students nod vigorously]. 

“But who should they be grateful to?  Should they be grateful to the righteous man who 

helped them?  Or should they be grateful to HaShem -- who enabled the righteous man to help 

them, who gave the righteous man the teachings and the means to do what he did?”  [The 

students are fascinated by that question and talk to one another about it].  “Another way to think 

about that is to ask:  Why did the righteous man save the baby and free the captive?  Why did he 

do that, even though the baby and the captive were not his business, and he was taking on 

burdens by doing what he did?  Where does the impulse to do something like that come from?  

These are all sacred questions.  Think about them.  Dream about them.”  [Rabbi Moses returns to 

his seat in the corner]. 

[Rabbi Nathan goes over to where Moses is sitting and says to him]: “I was not aware of 

the depth of your learning.  I have dishonored you by having you serve water.  I must apologize.” 

Rabbi Moses: “There is nothing to apologize for.  I am grateful for your hospitality.  You 

know, when I left Sura with my three friends to collect contributions for the Baghdad Academy 

                                                 
49 The outline of the story is taken from The Book of Direction to the Duties of the Heart, by Bahya Ben Joseph Ibn 
Pakuda, Littman Library of Jewish Civilization edition, translated by Menahem Mansoor, Chapter Two, at page 151.  
Bahya wrote this important Jewish text in the Eleventh or Twelfth Century, either in Córdoba or in Saragossa.  The 
book is considered a pillar of the Jewish Mussar tradition.  See, e.g., Everyday Holiness, Alan Morinis (2007) at 29, 
et seq. 
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and we were captured at sea, I thought my days were at an end.  But I was grateful even then.  I 

had already lived a full life.  I had already taught a generation of students.  I had already honored 

Ha-Shem in all the ways I knew to do so . . .  To have been redeemed by your community, to be 

able to study more Talmud, to be able to recite still more prayers -- it is all gravy.  Kosher gravy, 

of course.” [Rabbi Moses chuckles] 

Rabbi Nathan: “You far surpass me in wisdom.  And your method of teaching impresses 

as much as the substance.  I am your pupil.  From today, you, not I, are the Chief Rabbi of 

Córdoba.”50 

 
Scene 22 

 
In the Judería in the modest home of Judah and Qasmuna and their Father Isaac.  Isaac is 

cooking soup, and Qasmuna is setting the table for lunch.  As he stirs the soup, Isaac sings 

“Durme, durme hermozo hijico:”  

Durme, durme, hermozo hijico,   
Durme, durme con savor.    
Cerra tus luzios ojicos,    
Durme, durme con savor.    
 
A la scola tu te irás     
Y la ley t’amberzarás.     
 
Durme, durme, hermozo hijico . . .51   
 

                                                 
50  The general outline of this story, of how Moses ben Hanoch became Chief Rabbi of Córdoba, is historical. 

51 In English: 

Sleep, sleep, beautiful son; 
Sleep, sleep with pleasure. 
Close your shining eyes, 
Sleep, sleep with pleasure. 
You will go to school 
And study the law. 
Sleep, sleep, beautiful son . . . 

To hear the song, go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SS_PLHD5cDo. 
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In the middle of the song, Isaac pauses to say: “Your mother, of blessed memory, loved that 

lullaby.” 

They all sit down at the table and together whisper a prayer.  Then: 

Judah [excitedly]: “You should have seen and heard what happened this morning at 

school.  Rav Nathan was trying to teach us, but it wasn’t working, so Rav Nathan asked Moses 

ben Hanoch, and Moses taught us all, taught even Rav Nathan, and Rav Nathan was amazed, and 

Rav Nathan said that Moses is more learned than he is and that Moses will now be Chief Rabbi!” 

Qasmuna: “Judah, you certainly are correct that I should have been there and seen and 

heard such a marvelous thing.  But Father will not permit me to do that.  [Turning to her Father] 

You barely permit me to step outside the house.” 

Father: “My little charming one, you know as well as I do that the schoolhouse is not for 

girls.  And as for the rest, you must trust me.  I know what is best for the family.” 

[Someone knocks on the door].  Father Isaac: “Judah, see who it is.” 

 

[Judah opens the door and sees Wallada, who is dressed as she was on the street earlier, 

including without veil; Judah once again freezes and stares]. 

Father [whose back is to the door]: “Well, who is it?” 

[Judah does not answer; he remains frozen].   
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Wallada [looking at Judah but talking to those behind him]: “It is only a woman come to 

meet Qasmuna.” 

[Father and Qasmuna both turn and stare at her; now all 3 are frozen]. 

Wallada [to Father Issac]: “Let me assure you that this is a visit of friendship.  I met your 

son the other day.  He was staring at me -- the way all of you are now.  And I approached him 

because he is a nice boy.  We talked.  He told me about your daughter.  I am here to meet her.  

Tell me, truly, am I welcome?” 

Father Isaac: “I do not know you.  But my people once were strangers in a strange land.  

We know how strangers should be treated, whether they have nothing or whether, as seems from 

your dress, you have . . . much.  Please come in. Would you like some soup?” 

Wallada: “Abraham, our common Father, taught us all how to treat strangers.  I would 

love some soup.” 

Wallada sits at the table.  Qasmuna serves Wallada.  They look at each other. 

Wallada [to Father Issac]: “I hope you do not feel that this is a strange land.”   

Father Isaac: “Not at all.  My family was here long before the Great Prince arrived.  We 

love this land as much as your people do.” 

Wallada: “I would like not to be a stranger with you.  So I must begin by being open with 

you.  My name is Wallada.  I am daughter to the Caliph.” 

Father Isaac coughs up his soup.  Qasmuna drops her spoon.  Judah continues to stare, 

then smiles. 

Wallada [to Father Issac]: “And I hope you will not object to my speaking to your 

daughter in private when we finish our soup.” 
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Father: “I am hardly in a position to object . . . although I think I would object if you 

were a man.” 

Wallada: “All will be well.  Do not be troubled.  I hope to become a friend.  That is all.” 

Father Isaac and Qasmuna look at each other, in wonderment.  Then Qasmuna looks at 

Wallada and smiles. 

 

Scene 23 

 52             

             

At the Palace in Córdoba.  Abd ar-Rahman III, the Caliph, is seated, surrounded by his 

court and guards, with Hakam, the Vizier Ibn Abdus, Bishop Racemundo and Hasdai nearest to 

him. 

                                                 
52 The picture is a painting by the Spanish artist Dionisio Baixeras of the Court of Abd ar-Rahman III.  It depicts the 
introduction at court of the translator, Monk Nicholas, in about 950 A.D. Monk Nicholas was a gift to Abd ar-
Rahman from the Emperor of the Byzantine Empire, after Hasdai and Racemundo jointly negotiated a treaty with 
the Byzantines.  
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Abd ar-Rahman [as he says each one’s name, he looks at that person]: “Hakam.   Ibn 

Abdus.  Racemundo.  Hasdai.  Let us consider the implications of this treaty with Count Sunyer 

that Hasdai has brought back with him.  With it, our borders are secure.  Our attention should 

shift to matters at home.  Bishop, I want a report on progress with the new crops.  Hasdai, I want 

a report on the Library and recommendations for the next major acquisitions.  And whether we 

need additional translators.  Hakam, I want to hear about the new road and irrigation plans.  And 

I think it is time to be serious about the expansion of the Mezquita we have talked about for 

some time.  It can barely hold all our worshipers now.  In 20 years, it will be much too small. 

“Within the next 30 days, I want your views on these matters.  And I want to hear other 

proposals you may have in light of the new treaty.  And if you believe that some in our land are 

in particular need, or have complaint that should be heard, I want to hear that, too.”  [Pause]. 

“There is one other matter to discuss -- in private.  [He waves his hand, all but Hakam, 

Ibn Abdus, Hasdai and Racemundo withdraw].  Ibn Abdus has proposed a major new diplomatic 

initiative.  He advises that the Byzantines are feeling threatened by Baghdad’s strength.  Ibn 

Abdus thinks the time is right for a new alliance -- an alliance for which the Byzantines will pay 

handsomely, including from their store of ancient learning.”53 

“I want all of you to think hard about the Vizier’s proposal, including what we 

realistically could accomplish.  We will meet one week from now, at which time I want to hear 

from each of you about whether I should favor Ibn Abdus’ idea.  I do not want to discuss tactics 

or details when we meet in a week.  Only whether the concept is wise.” 

“Enough for today.  You are dismissed.” [The others back out]. 

 

                                                 
53 These contemplated peace negotiations in fact took place. 
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Scene 24 

          

In the same room as in Scene 20, where Wallada holds her soirées.  Wallada is sitting, 

reading a book and eating grapes.  She is wearing the same dress as in Scene 18.  An aide knocks 

on her door and says that Hrotsvitha is here for her scheduled visit.  Wallada says she should 

enter and rises to greet her, with her book still in her hand. 

Wallada: “So you are the famous writer from Saxony.  I am fond of all good writers.  But 

a female writer is especially welcome.” 

Hrotsvitha: “Thank you.  And you are the daughter of the ruler.  And evidently well-read.  

What are you reading today?” 

Wallada: “A collection of poems.  Poems are very important in our land.  Do you use 

poetry in your work?  While I have heard of your reputation generally, I have not had the 

pleasure of reading anything you have written.” 

Hrotsvitha: “I write stories and plays in the poetic forms.  But, tell me . . . I came to learn 

of the advances in your land that we in Saxony have heard about but can hardly believe.  I have 

seen many remarkable things since I have been here.  Perhaps you could tell me more about the 

culture here.” 

Wallada: “How could I do that?” 
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Hrotsvitha: “Well, for example, I have seen in the street women wearing many styles of 

clothes . . . .” 

         

Wallada: “The women -- the people -- here are from many different places and many 

different traditions.  Some are from families who have lived in this land for centuries.  But many 

arrived not long ago from lands far to the East.  Many more from North Africa.  And some from 

lands to the North.  And from all those places, some are from cities, others from countryside.  

And there are different religious faiths and customs, and within faiths, different tribes and 

traditions.  And within all that, different levels of status, class.  And all these people from 

different backgrounds live together, mix, interact, borrow, some intermarry – often it seems that 

we live in a place of sparkling energy, color and style – in dress and in all the other facets of life.  

[As Wallada mentions each of the following clothes styles, a picture of a beautiful woman 

wearing each style is seen on the screen in the background].  The women from my faith often 

wear the hajib.  Others the khimar.  Recently the litham has become very popular.  Many here 

look to Baghdad for fashion trends, and the litham is the latest fad.  And all of them come in 

different fabrics and different colors.  Black is classic.  But, for the moment, blue is the new 

black.  All this is public fashion.  In private, it is a different story entirely.” 

Hrotsvitha: “Your clothes are very distinctive.  That is a beautiful dress.  Is that Arabic 

language embroidered there?”  [She points]. 

Wallada: “It is.” 

Hrotsvitha: “What does it say?” 
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Wallada:  “It says:  ‘I gladly give my cheek to my lover and my kisses for those who 

want them.’”54 

Hrotsvitha blushes and cringes. 

Wallada: “Are you all right?  Would you like some water?” 

Hrotsvitha [in an unconvincing tone]: “I am fine.” 

Wallada: “You seem shocked.  Are you married?” 

Hrotsvitha:  “No, I live in a convent.”55 

Wallada [confused]: “I see . . .  But you are not closeted there, are you?  You are a public 

figure, are you not?  You travel.  You are here.” 

Hrotsvitha [wary, as she is being pumped for information, not vice versa]: “Yes . . .?” 

Wallada: “And you are famous in part because you are a woman -- a woman who writes 

and whose writings are admired.” 

Hrotsvitha: “Yes . . .?” 

Wallada: “Tell me, wasn’t your sex a problem in terms of being taken seriously as a 

writer?  That seems to be a universal problem, is it not?” 

Hrotsvitha [recovering]: “I do not know about the universe.  I know only this:  God has 

given me what we call perspicax ingenium.  In my ‘Book of Legends,’ I write:  ‘Scorn he should 

not render at the writer’s weaker gender/ Who these small lines had sung with a woman’s 

untutored tongue/ But rather should he praise the Lord’s celestial grace.’”56 

Wallada: “Are there female characters in your writing?” 

Hrotsvitha: “Oh, yes.” 

                                                 
54 The embroidered writing on Wallada’s dress is historical. 

55 Historical. 

56 Historical. 
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Wallada: “Are they strong women?” 

Hrotsvitha [proudly, enthusiastically, forgetting herself]: “Very much so.  They strongly 

defend their chastity against evil men.” 

Wallada [after a pause]: “You probably would not appreciate my soirées.” 

Hrotsvitha [brightening up; enthusiastically]: “In what way?  Pray, tell me about your 

soirées.” 

Wallada: “Another time.  I have an appointment now with my brother, Prince Hakam.  It 

has been most interesting.”  [Wallada calls for her aide, and the aide ushers Hrotsvitha out]. 

 

Scene 25 

        

In the streets of Córdoba.  Hasdai and Dunash meet each other and embrace. 

Hasdai: “Dunash, my friend, I was just at the Academy.  They are all talking about the 

poem you wrote addressed to me that begins your new book.”57 

Dunash: “Have you read it?  The poem -- or the book?” 

Hasdai: “I confess I have not.  And I don’t know when I will be able to.  There is so 

much else to do.” 

                                                 
57 The story of the book Dunash wrote, and the difficulties it caused, as set forth in this Scene and in Scene 30, are 
historical.   
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Dunash: “No need to apologize.  Anyway, the book is very technical.  Mostly about 

Hebrew grammar.  It is not easy reading.” 

“But, Hasdai, you should try make more time for yourself, for your own contemplation.  

For example, with poems.  I know you value poems.  But when you come across one that moves 

you, stay with it.  Try to step inside the poem if it moves you, go where it takes you.” 

Hasdai: “Right now, I must go to my office.  Keep writing.” 

 

Scene 26 

At the home of Qasmuna.  Qasmuna and her Father are seated at the same table as in the 

earlier scene. 

Qasmuna: “Father, I have something important to say to you.” 

Father Isaac: “I hope I am able to listen to you as a good father should.”   

Qasmuna: “Father, it is a poem that I have written.  Wallada and I have been talking 

about poetry.  About how poetry can free you to say important things, difficult things.  So please 

listen to my poem.  It is fully mine -- my words, my feelings.  It comes from my heart.  Listen: 

I see a garden whose time has come to be plucked of its fruits, but I 
do not see any reaper, who stretches his hand out to it. 
O what a distress!  Youth passes and is almost lost, and leaves the 
one whom I do not mention alone. 
 
O gazelle, which always grazes in a garden.  I am comparable to 
you in loneliness and despair. 
We are both alone, without companion, but let us wait patiently for 
the decision of Almighty Providence.58 
 

Father [tearing up]: “I hear what you are saying.  Let me be alone now.”   

                                                 
58 The poem, and its purpose, is historical, and is quoted in A. Schippers, “The Role of Women in medieval 
Andalusian Arabic story-telling,” at page 151 (1993).  Downloaded from UvA-DARE, the institutional repository of 
the University of Amsterdam (UvA) http://hdl.handle.net/11245/2.8059. 
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Qasmuna goes to another room. 

 

Scene 27 

              

The same room as in Scene 20, where Wallada holds her soirées.  Wallada, Ibn Zaydun 

and Dunash are present. 

Wallada: “As you know from our conversations, I am concerned about this woman writer 

from Saxony.  Since we last spoke, Racemundo has told me of an experience with her similar to 

mine.  She seems intent on gathering information, and I fear she will mis-use it. 

“This is complicated.  She is a renowned writer in her land, and normally I would 

applaud that if only because of her sex.  So I asked you to look into her writings.  And I asked 

my sources in Saxony about her.  What do you make of her work?” 

Ibn Zaydun: “Her poetry is well crafted.  But the content of some of her work is the usual 

ignorant rubbish from the backward Christian lands to the North.  Also, her defamations make no 

distinction between the people of Ishmael and the people of Isaac.  For example, in her story of 

Theophillius, a young man disappointed over his lack of promotion within the Christian Church, 

Theophillius consults a Jew, who promptly takes him to a meeting of devils, where he makes a 

pact with the Devil.”59 

                                                 
59 Historical. 
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Dunash: “That kind of libel is common stuff in many parts of the Christian world.  And 

as to your faith, almost all of them know nothing except that where Islam rules, they do not.”   

“But what intrigues me about Hrotsvitha is her treatment of women.  The women in her 

stories are strong figures.  But their strength consists entirely of being able to guard their 

virginity.” 

Wallada: “My sources in Saxony report that Hrotsvitha is very aware that being a woman 

makes it hard for her to be taken seriously.  Fair enough.  But her response is to accept the view 

that women are not fit to do much, including writing, and to claim that she is a unique exception 

to the rule because she is divinely inspired.  She came close to telling me that directly.  Where 

does that leave the rest of us who lack a penis?” 

“I have no sympathy for such a writer, no matter of what sex . . . .  Why did she come 

here?  What is she doing here?  I think I will have her followed.” 

 

Scene 28 

        

Lubama, wearing a heavy veil that masks most of her face, leaves the Library and walks 

some blocks to another government building.  She passes John of Gorze talking with someone.  

She is carrying a basket.  She enters the building.  Guards stop her, and she says that she is 

delivering sweets to Hasdai, opening the basket to prove what she is saying.  The guards let her 

through.  The same thing happens, with further guards, when she approaches Hasdai’s office. 
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Lubama enters Hasdai’s office.  He is seated at his desk, which is covered with maps and 

other papers, and he is conversing with an aide.  Lubama: “Sweets for the master.” 

Hasdai: “Very timely.  Very welcome.”  To his aide: “Let us resume in 15 minutes.”   

The aide leaves the room.  As he is leaving, Lubama puts the basket down and hands 

Hasdai one of sweets.  The aide now out of the room, Lubama removes her veil, and Hasdai 

reaches out to Lubama, taking her hands into his, and they linger, in a sensuous embrace of 

hands, and smiling. 

Hasdai [sniffing]: “What is that scent?  It’s not the sweets.  It’s intoxicating . . . .”   

Lubama: “I would keep you guessing, lest you discover an antidote.” 

Hasdai: “I would want only a temporary cure, so that I could carry on my work when 

necessary.” 

Lubama: “Something like my heavy veil -- I put it on when work requires me not to be 

noticed . . .   Everyone saw my veil as I came here.  But they saw only the veil.  They did not 

know it was me.  Even John of Gorze, who knows me well.  I passed so close to him I heard him 

ask someone: ‘Why am I here?’” 

Hasdai: “When we have more time, remind me to tell you a story about veils and birds.  I 

heard it when I was in Barcelona with Count Sunyer.  Not long after I heard that story, I was 

talking to Count Sunyer about the things I love.  I was . . . out of character.  I came close to 

revealing our love.  Yet I felt very much myself.  And I thought to myself: ‘Is my veil 

slipping?’” 

Lubama: “Hasdai, must we always hide our love in the shadows?  Will it never see light 

of day?  Will we be wed only to our work?”   
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Hasdai: “I have something for you.  [Hasdai searches his cluttered desk and finally finds 

the piece of paper he is looking for.]  I put this aside for you when I first heard it, on my trip.  

When I heard it, I thought of you and I asked myself: ‘Why can’t I write like this, for this is how 

I feel.’  Listen [Hasdai recites to Lubama, who is still covered by her veil]: 

How beautiful she is! 
and imagine that beauty 
is only one of her qualities. 
there is nothing more bewitching 
than her movements. 
 
She is more enchanting than the moon. 
if you asked the real moon, 
“What would you like to be?” 
it is certain to reply, 
“One of her halos.” 
 
When she looks at the real moon 
it’s as if she were looking  
at her own face in a mirror. 
 
The beauty spot on the page 
of her cheek 
punctuates the nuns written there 
by the curls of her hair. 
 
Once I went out with her when the  
shelter of night and her cape 
let me mingle the fire of my breath 
with the fire of her flaming cheeks. 
 
I clasped her as a miser clasps 
his treasure, and bound her tightly 
with the cords of my arms  
lest she escape like a gazelle. 
 
But my chastity did not permit me 
to kiss her mouth 
and my heart remained huddled 
over its embers.60 
 

                                                 
60 My Beautiful One, by Safwan ibn Idris (12th Century, Murcia). Translated by Cola Franzen in Poems of Arab 

(continue . . . .) 
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Hasdai: “I especially like this part: ‘The beauty spot on the page of her cheek punctuates 

the nuns written there by the curls of her hair.’  Not only because of your cheek and your curls, 

but because the letter nun is in both our holy alphabets.” 

Lubama: “Only you can step through this [pointing to her almost all-covering clothes].  

That is how it should be.  But will you take the next step?” 

Hasdai: [Uncertain] “I don’t mean to evade your questions.  They are my questions also.”   

The aide knocks and enters: “Master.  The Caliph demands your presence.” 

Hasdai: “As my Master commands.  Give me a moment.” 

Hasdai returns to his papers, gathering what he needs.  Lubama covers her face with her 

veil and leaves.   

 

Scene 29 

 

Behind a curtain, with the sound of Hrotsvitha speaking Latin in the background, are two 

spies and a translator.  Spy 1 is looking at sheets of paper the translator has handed him.  Spy 2 is 

looking through a crack in the curtain. 

                                                 
Andalusia, published by City Lights Publishers.  Copyright Cola Franzen, 1990.  Used with the kind permission of 
Cola Franzen. 
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Spy 1 [In a hushed voice]: “I can’t believe what I’m reading here.  [Addressing the 

translator].  Are you sure you’re getting this right?  Is she going too fast for you?  The Vizier 

gave us strict instructions to be sure the translation is correct.” 

Translator [a bit frazzled, and, while listening and scribbling, he continues during the 

dialogue below to hand his writings to Spy 1 every 15 seconds or so]: “I’m doing my best here    

. . . .  [Listening and writing].  This Latin is not easy . . . [Listening and writing].  And your 

interruptions are not helping . . . .  [Listening and writing].  If you don’t leave me to my work I 

will have to inform the Vizier about the problem you’re causing me.” 

Spy 1 [addressing Spy 2, in a hushed voice]: “I haven’t heard anything like this since the 

suicides.” 

Spy 2 [In a hushed voice]: “I’m seeing something strange at the other end of the room.  

[Pause] Look here [he shows Spy 1].  Someone else is watching from behind a curtain.  Look 

closely, every so often you can see a nose.” 

Spy 1 [after 10 seconds of looking]: “I see.” 

Spy 2: “It’s a distinctive nose, is it not?  It looks like the nose of Wallada’s man, Umar.” 

Spy 1: “If it is Umar, the Vizier will be very interested to know that Wallada is also 

spying on the woman from Saxony.  When the lady is done talking, we must linger and see if it 

really is Umar, without him seeing us.” 

Spy 2: “Perhaps the Vizier will want us to spy on Wallada next.” 

Spy 1: “Close.  I did not get to tell you.  The Vizier wants us next to watch her lover, Ibn 

Zaydun.  The Vizier isn’t interested in Ibn Zaydun’s poems or politics – only his love life.  He 

wants proof of the poet’s infidelity to Wallada.  That should be a delightful assignment [the 

translator hands him more sheets of translation] – not like this one.” 
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Spy 2: “It may also be a much easier assignment.  I have a source in the harem who told 

me the other day that the poet has been spending time recently with Wallada’s favorite, the 

African girl.  If we watch that girl, we may trap him.” 

Spy 1: “We’ll see.  For now, keep your eyes on the spy across the room.” 

[Spy 2 goes back to his spying; Spy 1 goes back to the translations he is handed]. 

 

Scene 30 

        

At Hasdai’s residence in the Judería.  On the screen: “Hasdai’s Residence in the Judería.”  

Hasdai is reading a letter.  His table and room are disorganized and filled with papers.  The 

camera dwells on his reading, and Hasdai becomes increasingly sad. 

A domestic enters and says: “Master.  You have a guest.” 

Hasdai: “Who is it?” 

The domestic: “Dunash.” 

Hasdai, after pausing and reflecting: “Show him in.” 

Dunash enters: “Hasdai, you could use a woman’s touch here.” 

Hasdai: “The thought has crossed my mind.” 

 “I am glad you are here, Dunash.  I have just received a letter that troubles me greatly -- 

and it concerns you.  A letter from Menachem, from jail.  Dunash, this has gone too far.  Do you 

know how close Menachem has been to my family?  When he was a young and unknown poet, 
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my father was his patron.  When my father died, Menachem wrote the eulogy, part of which is 

inscribed in the synagogue that my father built down the street there.  [He gestures].   When my 

mother died I asked Menachem to write a dirge, and he did.  When I wrote to the King of the 

Khazars about our people’s affairs in that far-off place, Menachem helped me compose the letter. 

“Dunash, I learned only yesterday at the Academy that your poem honoring me was the 

Preface to a book in which you harshly criticize Menachem’s dictionary of Biblical vocabulary.  

It seems that half of our community is with you and the other half is with Menachem, and this is 

very personal between you and Menachem.  In fact, a dozen people have been complaining to me 

about serious wrongs committed by Menachem against them, some of them years ago.  I felt 

compelled, as leader of our community, to bring the charges before our Judge, although perhaps 

these charges are the product of the feud between Menachem and you.” 61 

“And now Menachem writes to me [angrily waving the letter] -- from jail, where I hope 

he will not be for long -- and says the charges are false instigations by his enemies.  He says he 

has been shamed.  And he blames me.62 

“And I must ask myself:  Is Menachem right? . . . .  Was I too flattered by your poem to 

think properly?  I blame myself.  If I had taken the time to read your book and listen to this 

dispute between you and Menachem, I could have taken some action to prevent this.     

“I am so familiar with intrigue at court.  I can smell it out and know how to deal with it.  

“But this is close to home.  Did my instincts betray me? 

“What do you have to say, Dunash?” 

                                                 
61 The material in this paragraph and in the prior paragraph is historical. 

62 Historical. 
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Dunash: “I cannot speak to the charges that have been made by others against 

Menachem.  I know only this: 

“Menachem is an ideologue.  Menachem believes that, because Hebrew is our sacred 

language, it is sacrilegious to make any use of Hebrew, even to analyze it, in any way that is new 

or that makes use of another language or of any non-Jewish knowledge system.  For example, 

there is no rhyming in the Bible, so there can be no rhyming in Hebrew poetry, say Menachem 

and his followers. 

“I learned from the great Sa’adia Gaon in Baghdad that such blinders need to be 

removed.  And when we remove them -- for example, when we use our cousin tongue Arabic for 

help -- we see that Menachem’s dictionary is wrong to the root.  Menachem’s analysis of the 

roots of Hebrew nouns and verbs, which is the essence of his dictionary, is just plain wrong. 

“Even before I wrote my new book, Menachem and his friends accused me of desecrating 

the Holy tongue and of inviting catastrophe from on high because of my poetry -- because I have 

made use of the meters and forms of Arabic poetry in my Hebrew poetry. 

“I tell you, Hasdai, what we are about here is nothing short of a literary revolution.  

Hebrew poetry has stood still since the days of Kings David and Solomon.  It is about to take off 

again.  I have not said that, as yet, to anyone but you. 

“But this dispute goes deeper. 

“You know how Christians outside al-Andalus make devils of our people and of the 

Muslims?  I think they do that to avoid dealing with what their own savior taught and how they 

would have to change if they took his teachings seriously. 
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“It is the way of the world.  It is far easier to remain as you are, using others as excuses, 

than to take one step toward what you could become, what Ha-Shem intended that we become – 

people who are able to love, and able to be free. 

“I am trying to take such steps with my poetry. 

“Hasdai, we must move beyond Menachem’s way.  And we have a perfect opportunity to 

do that here, in al-Andalus, which is why I am so happy to be here.  We must seize that 

opportunity.” 

Hasdai: “I do not understand what you say about roots and meters, Dunash.  But I think I 

understand the rest.  And your poetry is like none other before.  It is beautiful. 

“Dunash, lift my spirits with a poem that you think I would write if I had the ability.” 

Dunash: “With your permission, I would give you instead a poem that I think you need to 

hear.  I have been thinking about what you need, and I would like to offer this to you, even if you 

do not think you need it.” 

Hasdai [after a long pause, looking more confused]: “You have my permission.” 

Dunash:  “The poem is called ‘The World’:63 

Men of the world have the world in their heart, 
God set it in them when they were born— 
it’s a flowing stream that won’t suffice 
though the sea becomes its source, 
 
as though its water turned to salt 
when the parched heart called out to them— 
they pour it from buckets into their mouths 
but their thirst is never quenched. 

 

                                                 
63 The World, by Moshe Ibn Ezra, born in Grenada in 1055, translated by Professor Peter Cole, 
The Dream of the Poem, Princeton University Press (2007).  Republished with permission of 
Princeton University Press, from The Dream of the Poem, translated, edited and introduced by 
Peter Cole, copyright 2007; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. 
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“Hasdai, will you content yourself with being a man of the world -- and therefore not go 

beyond the world?  Ask your soul that question.” 

Hasdai: “You and Menachem have cracked open my heart.  But I do not know where it 

will take me.” 

Dunash: “Stay with that pain and confusion a while.  It will help you grow.” 

Hasdai: “I thought I was fully grown.” 

Dunash: “That is one of your illusions.  The longer we live, the more we encounter.  

Either we grow in those encounters, or we stagnate and die.” 

Hasdai: “Leave me now.  I will consider what you have said.” 

[Dunash withdraws]. 
 
 

Scene 31 

        

The same room as in Scene 12, Wallada’s private room.  Wallada and Lubama are 

dressed informally.  They are seated close together, talking intensely, like best friends or sisters.  

For 15 seconds or so, you cannot hear them, because they are whispering.  As the camera zooms 

in on them, they can be heard. 

Wallada: “I thought about going to my brother.  I thought about going to Hasdai.  But I 

fear that both of them would think they had to go to my father, and I believe my father would 

order Hrotsvitha’s head removed from her shoulders for inciting treason.  The execution of a 
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famous Christian woman writer is not something my father should be burdened with in his old 

age, or have as part of his legacy.  No, this is something for us to deal with, we who work more 

indirectly.” 

Lubama: “Are you certain that Hrotsvitha is encouraging revolt?” 

Wallada: “My spies report that she meets in sessions she thinks are secret with certain 

known discontents of her faith, and she reads to them from works of hers that portray our faith in 

vile terms.  It seems that she is writing a story, or play, in verse, about those Christian suicides 

earlier in my father’s reign.64  She calls them martyrs to her faith.  It is a defamation pure and 

simple.  Does she intend to stir rebellion, or is she merely naïve?  Does it matter?” 

Lubama: “Who else knows about this? 

Wallada: “My spies have told me, and I have told you.  My spies are loyal.  Still, we may 

not be able to keep this to ourselves.  We must move quickly.” 

Lubama: “But why have you involved me?” 

Wallada: “I cannot handle this alone.  Let us make further use of your most severe 

clothing.  This is what I have in mind . . . .” 

 

Scene 32 

        

                                                 
64 Historical.  The Sufferings of Pelagius, by Hrotsvitha. 
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In Hakam’s office in the palace, as in Scene 7.  Hakam and Ibn Abdus are present.  

Hakam is pacing, agitated.  Ibn Abdus is seated, calm. 

Hakam: “Vizier, when I first heard of your plotting against the poet Ibn Zaydun, 

spreading the rumor that you and my sister are lovers, I was upset because my father enjoys the 

poet.  Lubama told me it was a minor annoyance and urged me to put it out of mind.  But now     

. . . .  Your spies caught Ibn Zaydun with the African girl, and you made sure my sister learned of 

the infidelity.  And Wallada, passionate as always, in a fit of jealousy, has thrown over the poet -

- as if she had never given him cause to be jealous. 

“And Ibn Zaydun, spurned and equally passionate, responds, as always, with a poem to 

my sister -- a poem that has the entire city laughing, a poem in which he says -- everyone is 

quoting this line:  ‘You were for me nothing but a sweetmeat that I took a bite of and then tossed 

away the crust, leaving it to be gnawed on by a rat’ -- the rat in the poem being you, because Ibn 

Zaydun thinks you are Wallada’s lover.65 

“It occurs to me that Ibn Zaydun never would have touched that African girl if his mind 

had not been poisoned by that rumor you spread that Wallada had taken you as lover. 

“And now you have made your final move in this game -- complaining to my Father that 

Ibn Zaydun has called his daughter, a Princess of the realm, a pastry crust -- and everyone in the 

City knows it. 

“Oh, Vizier, you have played this well.  And my father has fallen for it.  Ibn Zaydun will 

have to go.” 

                                                 
65 The story of the falling out of Wallada and Ibn Zaydun is historical, as is the quotation from his poem.   
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Ibn Abdus: “Hakam, you have not asked why . . . .  I will tell you why.  [Pause] I am in 

love with your sister.  [Pause].  It is not like with the poet.  The poet loves his words more than 

anything else.  If he truly loved your sister, could he have written what he just wrote to her? 

“And I can protect her.  The poet cannot. 

“And I tell you, Hakam, she needs protection, now more than ever.  It is not just the 

Mullahs being upset with her provocations. 

“It is more serious.  Hakam, I do not want to discuss my concerns.  If I can help it, they 

will never become known, to anyone. 

“I must ask you to trust me when I tell you that I am, at this very moment, protecting her, 

and even she does not know it.” 

Hakam [upset]: “I should protect my sister, not you.” 

Ibn Abdus: “I understand.  A ruler, or a Prince, has power and wants to use it.  But there 

are some things a ruler, or a Prince, cannot do, and some things he must do, because he has 

obligations to the entire community.  Because of those obligations, some things are better done 

by others.  And this is one of them.” 

Hakam: “I will consider what you say.  But if there comes a time when, despite your 

efforts, there is real danger to Wallada, I expect you to tell me everything in time for me to take 

measures.  And if this turns out to be a lesson for me that I should not trust Viziers, then I assure 

you, you will pay a heavy price.  Do you understand me?” 

Ibn Abdus: “Perfectly.” 
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Scene 33 

       

The same room as in Scene 20, where Wallada holds her soirées.  Hrotsvitha has just 

walked in, and both she and Wallada are standing. 

Hrotsvitha: “Thank you for inviting me back to continue our conversation.  Please tell me 

about these soirées of yours that you mentioned last time.” 

Wallada: “I would like to propose something else.  I am hoping you will help me evaluate 

the work of my Latin translators.  They have brought me a text that they have translated from the 

Latin as they heard it read.  I think this is good test of their ability.  Because translation from 

listening is more difficult than translation from a page.  Don’t you agree?” 

Hrotsvitha [unsurely]: “Yes. . . .” 

Wallada [referring to the translation in her hand]: “It begins with a lovely reference to 

Córdoba as a fair ornament.  [Hrotsvitha becomes agitated].  The text then goes right to the 

action -- in media res, I think you would say.  Skipping a bit, it says here: ‘The treacherous tribe 

of the savage Saracens’ -- nice alliteration there; was the alliteration in the original Latin? 

[Hrotsvitha turns ashen and takes a seat] -- ‘The treacherous tribe of the savage Saracens 

overthrew the rightful Christian rulers of the land.’  And then it talks about our Great Prince.  It 

says here that he defiled and corrupted the realm, and it continues like that, with more corrupting 

and defiling, and defiling and corrupting.  There’s another nice alliteration here:  ‘Rather than 
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live stupidly in servile subjection’ -- stupidly in servile subjugation -- I like that – and it goes on 

about how glorious martyrdom is the proper response to all that corrupting and defiling by the 

Great Prince.66 

“Did my translators get that right?  Or did they miss some subtle nuance of what you read 

this past Wednesday, at what you thought was a secret meeting of a select few of your co-

religionists?” 

Hrotsvitha [who by some of this time is looking for somewhere to hide]: “I . . .  You . . .” 

Wallada: “It is time to stop play-acting.  You want to know of my soirées so that you can 

use them in your writings to illustrate our depravity, isn’t that correct?  [Pause; no response].  

You are in grave danger of arrest on a charge of treason.  If you do not leave this land quickly, 

your people in Saxony will be writing about you as a martyr.” 

Hrotsvitha: “What would you have me do?” 

Wallada: “I would like to ask you whether Otto, or perhaps the Catholic ruler in Leon, 

put you up to this and you are a political provocateur.  Or whether this intrigue of yours is no 

more than a writer’s search for new material, and an inability to restrain your urge to read what 

you have written to an audience.  [Pause].  But I do not want to hear your answer, because it 

might move me to hand you over to my father.  I am going to assume it is only the latter, and I 

propose to spirit you out of this land forthwith.  What do you think of that?” 

Hrotsvitha: “But how can that be done?  My face, my clothes are distinctive here.” 

Wallada: “I take it that you are agreeable.  Just a moment.” 

                                                 
66 See, Hrotsvitha, The Sufferings of Pelagius, the Most Precious Martyr, Who in Our Times, at Córdoba, Was 
Crowned With Martyrdom, in The Non-Dramatic Works of Hrotsvitha (1936). 
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[Wallada rings for her aide, the aide comes, Wallada asks for Lubama (but not by name), 

and Lubama enters, wearing her most heavily veiled, severe clothes, and carrying another set of 

such clothes]. 

 

Wallada: “This woman, whose name you will not learn, will take you to the City gates, 

where you will be met by another, who will take you back to Saxony.” 

“Now, to avoid being noticed, you must wear this.”  [Wallada takes the clothes Lubama 

is carrying and gives them to Hrotsvitha, who looks at them nervously and awkwardly begins to 

try to put them on]. 

 

Scene 34 

               

Another Palace room.  Abd ar-Rahman, Hakam, Hasdai and Racemundo are present. 

Abd ar-Rahman [with some anger, and virtually in mid-sentence]: “The jealousies of the 

Vizier . . .  Keep in mind, he was jealous of my feelings for the poet, so it was his love for me 

that put this Ibn Zaydun difficulty in motion.” 
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“Second, the Vizier is very valuable to me.” 

“But most important, these intrigues are mere annoyances.  Like little flies.  In other 

courts, the plots involve real poisons, served to those who wield power, or who will soon do so -- 

not annoyances having to do with poets.” 

[Long pause; Abd ar-Rahman sighs]: 

“I have now reigned fifty years in victory or peace; beloved by my subjects, dreaded by 

my enemies, and respected by my allies.  Riches and honours, power and pleasure, have waited 

on my call, nor does any earthly blessing appear to have been wanting to my felicity.  In this 

situation, I have diligently numbered the days of pure and genuine happiness which have fallen 

to my lot:  they amount to fourteen67.  Hakam, one of those fourteen was the day you were born.  

Several others also have to do with you.” 

“And I am concerned that you, too, Hakam, at the end of your reign -- and your reign will 

begin soon enough -- will have only a small number of days of happiness to remember.”  

Hakam: “Do not be concerned, father.  I have my loves, and I will continue to have those 

loves.  You emphasized some of them in stating your plans the other day, and I love you for it.” 

“And please remember this:  All those days that you say were not happy days -- all those 

days were spent building al-Andalus, protecting all its people, from our enemies abroad and from 

problems here.  That is why, as you say, you are beloved by your people. That well-earned love 

must make you happy.”   

Abd ar-Rahman: “It should.  But I am too weary to enjoy it.  [Long pause].  Hakam, lift 

my spirits with your plans for the Mezquita.”    

                                                 
67 The speech is historical. 
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Hakam: “With pleasure.  I see not only an expansion but the placement of a crown jewel 

at the center, a new Michrab.68  Let me show you . . . .”  [Hakam moves to a scale model on the 

side, continues to explain, and the scene dissolves]. 

 

Scene 35 

         

Racemundo and Hasdai walk out of that Palace room and down a hall.  Racemundo asks 

Hasdai if they can talk in private.  They go into a room off the hall and sit down opposite each 

other. 

Racemundo: “Hasdai, my friend, I want to talk to you about the Byzantines.” 

Hasdai: “Yes?” 

Racemundo: “It seems clear to me that our Master will take this step.  Do you agree?” 

Hasdai: “The idea has merit, and I think our Master would like one more major initiative.” 

                                                 
68 Historical.  The Michrab that Hakam built in the Mezquita still stands and is pictured here. 
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Racemundo: “I agree.  I want to propose something to you.  I want to propose -- first to 

you, and then to our Master if you agree -- that we serve together as joint negotiators with the 

Byzantines.  Let us act together instead of separately as we have always done before now.  This 

mission is significant enough to justify handling it together.”69 

Hasdai: “Let me consider that.  I find it intriguing.  [Pause].  There is also something I’ve 

been meaning to discuss with you. 

“When I was with Count Sunyer, in and near his lands, I met with some people who 

others call mystics.  I met with Muslim mystics.  [The Sufis from Scenes 5 and 11 reappear on 

“stage left,” in the rear].  I met with Jewish mystics.  [The Kabbalists from Scene 13 reappear on 

“stage right,” in the rear].  And I learned of new shoots of your faith in Languedoc.  [The 

Gnostics and Cathars from scene 13 reappear on “stage center,” in the rear].  They all have 

important similarities.  It seems there are new movements emerging, in all three faith systems, in 

search of a more direct and immediate relation with what you call the Trinity and I call Ha-

Shem.  [The three groups in the rear together say, chant or sing]: 

“Mystery. 
The Deep Mystery all around us.   
We seek the Essence 
Under the Beautiful Shape-Shifting Veil. 
Have Faith in your own Quest. 
Practice letting go of Identity. 
Open to the Larger Self 
Which Is Creation and Love.”  [And then they disappear]. 
 

Hasdai: “This is very interesting philosophically.  But I’m concerned about the possibility 

of conflict.  Not conflict between my faith and yours, or between our Master’s faith and ours.  

I’m concerned instead about conflict within the faiths.  I’m concerned that these movements may 

                                                 
69 Hasdai and Racemundo’s joint negotiation with Byzantium is historical. 
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be treated by their mother faiths as heresy, and you know what trouble that could start.  I think 

you and I should help each other understand these new currents so we can deal with them in the 

best way.” 

Racemundo: “Now you have given me something very intriguing to consider.” 

Hasdai: “As you are interested, let me give you some writings I picked up on my travels.  

One of them is a wonderful allegory involving birds.  Let’s continue this conversation after you 

have read them.” 

Racemundo: “With pleasure.” 

Hasdai: “One more thing.  Racemundo, since I met these mystics, and through some 

experiences here since then, I find myself . . . .  [he searches for the right word] changing, 

changing in some way that I do not yet understand.  I don’t know where this will lead me, except 

I’m thinking of making my relationship with Lubama public.  Perhaps . . . .  But I’m concerned 

about the consequences.” 

Racemundo: “If your concern is with our Master, rest easy.  The Caliph would welcome 

it if you could find more personal happiness.  And you know that Prince Hakam would be 

delighted, as he’s a good friend of Lubama.  With support from our Master and Hakam, there 

could be no political problem that could not be overcome.  And of course I would be delighted. 

“But if your concern lies with your faith community, I find it difficult to advise you. 

“Perhaps it is helpful to say this:  Your reputation in your community is so strong, so 

deep, I doubt it could be undermined.  But assume it were undermined.  Is that a price you would 

be willing to pay in order to follow the path of your heart?  I think that’s the question you should 

consider. 

“What does your tradition teach about this?” 
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Hasdai: “You know what you call The Old Testament better than I do.  Moses married 

Zipporah, daughter of a Midian priest, and then encountered God.  Boaz married Ruth, a Moabite 

woman, and their great-grandson was King David.  Joseph married the daughter of an Egyptian 

priest and then reunited with his brothers and his father.  And The Book of Kings tells us that 

Kings of Judea married foreign princesses. 

“The Old Testament forbids only marriage to the daughters of seven Canaanite tribes.  

And the reason given is that they will turn our sons away from Ha-Shem. 

“But we’re not talking about a daughter of one of those Canaanite tribes.  And what if 

this union is not for the purpose of bearing children? 

“What if the purpose is to validate a love between two people that mirrors the love of the 

Creator that those people share, although each in their own way? 

“How could there be an objection to that?” 

Racemundo: “Hasdai, my friend, you mistake my question.  My question was about your 

standing in your community and how important that is in your tradition. 

“Perhaps you should speak with the new Rabbi from Baghdad about the entire subject.” 

Hasdai: “Good idea.  I’ll do that.” 

 

Scene 36 

 

In the Palace Gardens.   
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Wallada, beautifully dressed, is strolling along the waterway, admiring the flowers.  

Ibn Abdus approaches her, and she stops. 

Wallada: “Ibn Abdus, I have not seen you in the Palace Gardens before.” 

Ibn Abdus: “I came to see you.  To ease your mind.  [They begin to walk together, but he 

stops short and turns to her].  Permit me to speak plainly -- as a man, not as Vizier.” 

Wallada: “As you wish.” 

Ibn Abdus: “I admire the way you handled that woman from Saxony whose name I can 

never get straight.  I would have done much the same thing you did.  So when inconvenient 

questions arose the other day, I put an end to them, saying I approved the operation.  I hope you 

don’t have a problem with that.  I was trying to protect you.” 

Wallada [attending to the flowers, pretending to be uninterested]: “I don’t know what you 

are talking about . . .   Nonetheless, I appreciate the sentiment.” 

Ibn Abdus: “I also came to invite you to join me and my friends to our little parties in the 

countryside.  Sometimes we go to scenic spots by the river and enjoy food and music.  

Sometimes we hunt for wild boar.” 

Wallada: “I do not hunt animals.  When I hunt, it is for invisible game – love . . . freedom 

. . . joy.  Also for beauty” [She gestures to the garden]. 
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Ibn Abdus: “Yes, I have noticed that, and I admire that, too.  [Pause] I often think my 

position puts me at a disadvantage.  I have heard it said that one can have power or one can have 

joy, but not both.  And I observe that limitation in your father and in your brother.  As for me, I 

want more joy.  [Pause].  Shall we try hunting for joy together?  [Wallada does not respond; she 

continues to admire the flowers].   

“I am no poet, but I do appreciate poetry, and my memory is good.  Would you like to 

hear a poem a friend recited by the river last week?” 

Wallada: “Of course.” 

Ibn Abdus: “It could apply to where we are right now: 

In the morning dark 
feelings of desire 
whirled round us, spheres 
of dalliance and pleasure. 
 
We were in a garden. [He gestures to the surroundings] 
A cloud armed with a steely 
sword of lightning 
poured out the morning’s drink. 
 
Red wine, then mounds of myrtle 
for our pillows. 
We looked like kings 
on our green thrones. 
 
Love was stringing beads 
for our merrymaking. 
We were the pearls, 
endearing words the strands. 
 
Young women with lance-like breasts 
attacked us, provoking us to war. 
To defend ourselves 
we wore no other armor 
than our capes of fur. 
 
Delicious faces were 
uncovered for us: 
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white moons 
amid the night of black braids.70 
 

Wallada [who has been melting as the poem is being recited]: “I like that very much.  

[Long pause].  But I don’t think I will join your friends in the countryside quite yet.  Instead, 

why don’t you spend more time here, in the garden?  How about 10 in the morning, two days 

from now?  That way, we can talk more privately.” 

Ibn Abdus: “With pleasure. . . . Why didn’t I think of that?”  [He bows and withdraws].   

 

Scene 37 

       

In the Talmud Academy.  Moses and Isaac, Qasmuna’s father, are seated at a table 

together, talking.  There is a knock on the door.  Moses rises and opens the door. 

        

Moses: “Hasdai.  Welcome.  Come in. . . .  Hasdai, this is Isaac.  Isaac, this is Hasdai, our 

Nasi.” 

                                                 
70 Fiesta in a Garden, by Abu l-Quasim ibn al-Saqqat.  Translated by Cola Franzen in Poems of Arab Andalusia, 
published by City Lights Publishers.  Copyright Cola Franzen, 1990.  Used with the kind permission of Cola 
Franzen. 
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Isaac [taken aback, and rising to leave]: “Yes, of course, I should be going.  You have 

important things to discuss.” 

Hasdai: “Please sit down, Isaac, I’m sure that my visit is less important than whatever 

brought you to see our Rabbi.”  [Isaac sits]. 

Moses: “We have been discussing one of the eternal issues -- a father’s obligations as 

concerns his daughter’s affairs of the heart.  We are almost done.” 

Hasdai: “I see.  [Pause].  It is I who should come back another time . . . .  But I am 

interested in the subject.  Could I perhaps hear what you have to say, Rabbi, in the abstract, 

without mentioning the specifics of Isaac’s situation, to avoid any embarrassment?”   

Moses: “Isaac, would you be comfortable with that?” 

Isaac: “Yes.  In fact, the Nasi may some views of his own that may be of help.” 

Moses: “Let me try to be brief.  If I should go on too long, as Rabbis sometimes do, take 

it as an opportunity to practice the important virtue of patience. 

“We start from certain fundamental propositions.  First, any marriage must be based on 

free will. 

“In Genesis, when Abraham’s servant Eliezor suggests that Rebecca is a good match for 

Isaac, Eliezer is told that Isaac must first seek Rebecca’s consent.  Rebecca is called and asked, 

‘Will you go with this man?,’ and she replies, ‘I will go.’  If she had said ‘I will not go,’ then 

there would have been no marriage. 

“From this we learn that there can be no coerced marital contract.  One enters into the 

marital contract knowingly and freely, or not at all. 

“Second, the Torah teaches that children have an obligation to love and respect their 

parents. 
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“But children are not subject to the commandments until they come of age, and when 

they come of age they have to mature into understanding.  Also, love and respect come in all 

degrees and in all kinds, and often can be misunderstood as something else. 

“From this we learn that when children do not honor their parents as fully as they could, 

parents must not be overbearing.  Parents must not do or say things whose natural consequence 

would be to turn their children away from them. 

“Third, love in our tradition is covenantal, and covenants by definition are made between 

one party and The Other.  The Other, by definition, is different.  For example, Ha-Shem and the 

Jewish people are very different, but they are in covenantal relationship.  Love spans the 

difference between the covenantal parties. 

“From this we learn that the existence of covenantal love is the test, not differences 

between people. 

“Fourth, as each of us reaches out for the love of Ha-Shem, so does each of us reach out 

for the love of a mate.  And just as there are many ways to reach out to Ha-Shem, and also some 

prohibitions, so, too, there are many paths to human love, and also some narrow prohibitions. 

Finally, Ha-Shem is a third party in every covenant of love between people, dissolving 

the differences between them without removing their individuality.  Ha-Shem appears when we 

learn to open our heart to another, give up control and self-interest, freely become vulnerable, 

and meet The Other with love and wonder.  Such love is valued very highly.  That is the message 

of King Solomon’s Song of Songs. 

“For all these reasons, it has been said that if a young woman believes a young man to be 

suitable and says she is ready for covenantal love, the father has no right to oppose. 

“That was what I told Isaac.” 
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Isaac: “I must return home and free the gazelle I love.  Thank you, Rabbi.” 

[Isaac leaves]. 

Hasdai: “Tell me Rabbi, does your advice to Isaac apply also to the Nasi?” 

Moses looks at Hasdai with surprise and confusion. 

Hasdai: “May the Nasi enter into a covenantal relationship with any Other he thinks 

suitable?  Or are there some Others who are prohibited to the Nasi because he is Nasi?  [Pause] 

Is the value of covenantal love so great that it can overcome important interests and 

obligations?” 

Moses, after a long pause: “I sense that you are concerned with your standing in court 

and also within our community.” 

Hasdai: “So it is.” 

Moses: “It is a matter of your good name, then.” 

Hasdai: “Yes.” 

Moses: “Then let us talk about the meaning of a good name.  [A long pause].  King 

Solomon wrote in Kohelet, the Book of Ecclesiastes, chapter 7, verse 1: 

Tov shem mis-hemen tov 

A good name is better than good oil 

Hasdai: “I am familiar with that.  In other words, a good reputation is far more precious 

than material goods, a King’s fortune, even.  I have tried to follow it.  But still it concerns me.  

Because my reputation depends so much on the Caliph’s favor.  If the Caliph were to withdraw 

his favor, which could happen, I would lose my position at court, and my position as Nasi, and 

my reputation would be gone.  This has long troubled me.  And now love with a problematic 

Other also threatens my reputation.” 
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Moses: “Your trouble stems from misinterpretation.  It is a common misinterpretation. 

Listen again: 

A good name is better than good oil 

A good name.  Not a good reputation. 

“Our tradition teaches that a good name is not the same as a good reputation.  Reputation, 

like material goods, is fleeting.  Reputation depends on others.  In fact, it consists of nothing 

more than the opinions of others.  A fickle, unreliable thing.  The opinions of others are based on 

no more than what they think they know.  Hasdai, consider what they do not know.  First, their 

understanding of what has happened may be very incorrect.  And do they know all the 

circumstances, the conflicting obligations, and the intention that lies behind any particular action 

by someone else?  Of course not. 

“Even more important, those whose opinions you are concerned about -- what do we 

know about their intentions?  Quite likely they are caught up in a quest for material riches, or for 

fame, or for fleeting pleasures.  Those are the pursuits that consume most men, and that blind 

them to the true riches of the world, and cut them off from the source of the real bounty, so that 

they lose their sense of wonder and gratitude. 

“A good name has more solid grounding.  A good name is based on one’s actions, one’s 

intentions, one’s speech, and what is in one’s heart.  Where there is a good name, actions, 

intentions, speech spring from the love of the Creator and His creation, and conform to His 

commandments -- chief among them, as Rabbi Hillel taught: ‘What is hateful to you, do not do 

to your neighbor.’71 

“So, Hasdai, if you press me about your concern, I would say this: 
                                                 
71 Hillel added: ‘That is the whole Torah.  The rest is commentary.’  Hillel lived in Jerusalem and died ten years 
after Jesus was born.  Hillel’s teachings were well known and probably were a major influence on Jesus’ teachings. 
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“Be not so concerned with what others may think or say about you, no matter how grand, 

how authoritative, those others may appear in this world to be.  In fact, strive to think nothing of 

that. 

“Be concerned, instead, with your inner authorities -- your heart, and your soul, and your 

intentions, so that what you say and do conforms to them and to the wisdom of loving joyously 

Ha-Shem, His creation, and His commandments.  The man who lives by, relies on, that love has 

a peaceful mind and will be grateful for all that may happen, the good and the bad.” 

Hasdai: “Thank you for correcting my error, Rabbi.  [Pause].  Your words . . . .  They 

remind me of a story about King Solomon’s bird that has been echoing near my heart . . . .  I 

think I should spend some time alone now.”   

Moses: “I am here for you whenever you need me.  Perhaps we will discuss that bird next 

time.  I would like to hear that story.” 

[Hasdai withdraws]. 

 

Scene 38 

 

In the courtyard of the orange trees outside the Mezquita.   
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Hasdai is wandering in the courtyard as if talking to himself, not paying attention to 

where he is.  He strolls by John of Gorze, who is seated on the same bench as in Scene 9.  John is 

reading a book, and his lips are moving to the words he is reading, but the sound he makes is like 

the buzzing of a bee.  As Hasdai is almost past him, Hasdai hears/sees John, and Hasdai lifts 

himself out of his reverie and approaches John. 

Hasdai: “May I sit down, my friend?” 

John: “Please.” 

Hasdai: “What are you reading?”   

John: “The Psalms.” 

Hasdai: “Ah.  One of my favorites.  [Pause].  And this is a favorite place of mine.”   

John: “For me as well.” 

Hasdai [after a long pause while he looks around the courtyard philosophically]: “The 

question you always ask, ‘Why am I here’?” 

John: “Yes.” 

Hasdai: “You are asking the right question.  Why, indeed, are we here?” 

Hasdai [after another long pause]: “They tell me that every day you find what you call a 

new miracle on the streets of Córdoba.” 

John: “Yes.” 
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Hasdai: “I would like to go on those walks with you.  And as we walk, and as you find 

new miracles, I propose that we each say a prayer -- yours in Latin and mine in Hebrew.  Would 

that be acceptable to you?” 

John: “It would be a pleasure.” 

Hasdai: “And would you mind if I brought a friend, a woman, whose prayer would be in 

Arabic?” 

John: “So much the better.” 

Hasdai: “Indeed.  So much the better.” 

Scene 39 
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At Hasdai’s house in the Judería.  It is organized, cleaned up.  Present are Hasdai, 

Lubama, Hakam, Racemundo, Wallada, Ibn Abdus, Dunash, John of Gorze, and Moses.  

Lubama is beautifully dressed, wearing a beautiful veil.  At the start of the scene Ibn Abdus is at 

the fringe of the group; he gradually moves to Wallada’s side. 

Hasdai [with an arm around Lubama’s waist]: “Thank you all for being here.  We are 

celebrating the publication of our love.  A love that up to now has been kept hidden.  A love we 

want to proclaim.  A love that honors and respects our other loves, including my love of the ways 

of Ha Shem and Lubama’s love of the ways of Allah. 

“At present, we do not feel the need for a formal marriage.  Formalities have a place, but 

not here, not now. 

“Some of my people will say that our relationship is inconsistent with my obligations to 

my faith and with my role as Nasi.  Some of Lubama’s people will say it is inconsistent with her 

obligations to her faith and with her obligations to our Master.  For now, we respect those views 

by going without a formal marriage.” 

Lubama: “We want to share with you a poem.  There can be no celebration in this land 

without a poem.  It is a poem by Ibn Arabi: 

My heart has become able, to take on all forms;  
It is a pasture for gazelles and an abbey for Christian monks 
and a temple for the pilgrim’s Kaa’ba 
and for the tablets of the Toráh and for the leaves of the Qurán 
 
I follow the religion of Love 
Whatever way Love’s caravans take 
That is my religion and my faith. 
 

Hasdai: “If there be some dark days ahead, when fear or ignorance should seem to be in 

control, let us remember and take heart from this day.”   

Lubama lifts her veil, and they kiss. 
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Epilogue 

 

[John of Gorze appears alone, again dressed as a saint]. 

“I understand that modern conventions require some statement of what happened 

afterwards to the major characters. 

     72 

[Images of Hasdai appear in the background] “Hasdai continued his illustrious career 

until his death in 970.  For one thing, he and Racemundo together conducted the negotiations 

with the Byzantine Empire.  A significant treaty was signed, and, as a gift to the Caliph, the 

Byzantines gave Hasdai an ancient, almost forgotten, Greek medical text, the Book of 

Dioscorides, also called “On Medical Material,” or “Book of Plants.”  That Greek text was then 

translated into Arabic in Córdoba by a team of translators, overseen by Hasdai, and led by Monk 

Nicholas, a Greek-speaking monk who also was sent by the Byzantines as a gift to the Caliph.  

That translation became very important to the development of medicine. 

                                                 
72 The picture is of a page from “On Medical Material.” 
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[Images of Wallada and Ibn Zaydun appear in the background] “After Wallada and Ibn 

Zaydun passionately split, she moved into the palace of the Vizier, who loved her.  She never 

married.  The Vizier remained by her side and protected her.  The Caliph exiled Ibn Zaydun from 

Córdoba, and he lived the rest of his life in Seville.  Nostalgia for Córdoba is one of the major 

themes of his later poetry. 

 

[Images of Dunash appear in the background] “Dunash’s adoption of Arabic poetic meter 

and form resulted in a flowering of Hebrew poetry that became known as The Golden Age.  That 

Golden Age included such brilliant poets as Samuel Ha-Nagid, born in 993 in Córdoba, who was 

also Vizier and military commander of the Muslim State of Grenada and Nasi of the Jewish 

community in Grenada; Shlomo Ibn Gabriol, born in 1021 in Malaga, who wrote many poems 

and prayers, among them Adon Olam; and Yehuda HaLevi, born in 1075 in Toledo. 
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[Images of Count Sunyer, Borrell and, Miro appear in the background] “In 947 Count 

Sunyer retired to a monastery and turned power over to his two sons.  Borrell took charge of 

foreign affairs, and Miró took charge of domestic affairs.  The brothers ruled jointly for 13 years 

until Miró’s death.  They are ancestors to the glory that is Barcelona and Catalonia today. 

 

[Images of Rabbi Moses appear in the background] “Rabbi Moses ben Hanoch organized 

an important Talmud school in Córdoba, independent of the schools in the East, and through him 

Córdoba became an important seat of Talmudic scholarship. 

 

[Images of Hakam appear in the background] “Hakam became Caliph after his father 

died in 961 and ruled for 15 years, a period of stability in which al-Andalus flourished.  His 
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reputation as a patron of knowledge brought him fame across the Muslim world, and a statue of 

Hakam stands in Córdoba today.   

      

“Hakam’s additions to the Mezquita completed the great Mosque.  [Images of the 

Mezquita appear in the background].  The Mezquita still stands.  It remains a marvel. 

 [Lengthy pause] “A poet from another magical land recently joined me in the afterlife -- 

another man of the cloth, Father John O’Donohue.  Let me leave you with a blessing he wrote: 

 
May the wonders of the earth call you forth from all of your 
small, secret prisons and set your feet free in the pastures of 
possibility.  
 
May the beauty of your life become more visible to you, 
that you may glimpse your wild divinity. 
 
May you discover a new generosity towards yourself and 
encourage yourself to engage your life as a great adventure. 
 
May the outside voices of fear and despair find no echo in 
you. 
 

 
“As Hasdai would have said, ‘Cain Y’he Razon.’ ‘May it be God’s will.’” 

 
THE END 
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End Notes 

 
Some Additional History 

Hasdai’s concerns about conflict within the faiths was borne out, but not in any way he 

could have predicted.  After Hakam’s death, Hakam’s 11-year old son succeeded Hakam.  

Because Hakam’s son was so young, his Vizier took control, and Hakam’s son never managed to 

escape the Vizier’s control.  The Vizier invited Berber forces from North Africa to reinforce the 

army, and a very large Berber force came to Córdoba.  The Berbers subsequently took power in 

Córdoba after a bloody civil war, in which they destroyed the Caliph’s Palace in Córdoba, and 

al-Andalus split into a number of independent city-states. 

The culture of Covivéncia was undermined in those parts of al-Andalus the Berber forces 

controlled.  But it continued, to greater or lesser degree, in many of the city-states, until King 

Ferdinand and Queen Isabela conquered al-Andalus.  That conquest became complete when the 

city-state of Grenada fell in 1492.  That same year Ferdinand and Isabela gave the Jewish 

community in Spain a terrible choice: convert to Christianity or leave.  The ruler of the Ottoman 

Empire, Sultan Beyazid II, promptly issued a formal invitation to the expelled Jews, and, with 

the assistance of the Sultan’s navy, a multitude relocated to various parts of his Empire.  The 

Sultan is said to have mocked the Spanish rulers’ lack of wisdom, saying: “You venture to call 

Ferdinand a wise ruler, he who has impoverished his own country and enriched mine!” 

A very brief video about that expulsion and its aftermath is found at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrNhMKFDPuk.  Some may find particularly moving the 

scene at the end of that video in which women sing a part of the famous, sad song, “Adió 

querida:”    

Tu madre cuando te parió,   When your mother bore you, 
Y te quitó al mundo,    And brought you into the world 
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Corasón ella no te dío,   A heart she did not give you, 
Para amar segundo.    To love another. 
 
Adío, adío querida,    Farewell, farewell beloved, 
No quero la vida,    I do not wish to live, 
Me l’amargates tú.    You have embittered me. 
 
Va, búxcate otro amor,   Go, seek another love, 
Aharva otras puertas,    Knock on other doors, 
Aspera otro ardor,    Wait for other passion, 
Que para mí sos muerta.   Because for me you are dead. 
 
Adio, adio, querida . . .    Farewell, farewell beloved . . .73 
 

A little over a century after the Jewish expulsion, in 1609, King Phillip III of Spain 

formally expelled Spain’s Muslim population.  So the Muslim community in al-Andalus shared 

the same fate as the Jewish community. 

That expulsion in 1609 has been lamented by the Muslim community almost as much as 

the Jewish community has lamented the expulsion of 1492.  In 1931, Muhammad Iqbal, poet, 

philosopher, politician and barrister, known to many as the Spiritual Father of Pakistan, wrote a 

poem in Urdu called “The Mosque of Córdoba”:  

Shrine of the lovers of art!  Visible power of the Faith! 
Sacred as Mecca you made, once, Andalusia’s soil . . .  . 
Ah, those proud cavaliers, champions Arabia sent forth 
Pledged to the splendid Way, knights of the truth and the creed! 
Through their empire a strange secret was understood: 
Friends of mankind hold sway not to command but to serve. 
Europe and Asia from them gathered instructions:  the West 
Lay in darkness, and their wisdom discovered the path . . .74 

 
The Christian community in and near al-Andalus also experienced significant internal 

conflict.  That conflict concerned the Cathars, just over the mountains from Count Sunyer’s land.  

The Cathars believed that the church structure was corrupt and no longer represented any 

                                                 
73 To hear the entire song, go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qj40bTmG0ds.  

74 Translated by V.G. Kiernan. 
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meaningful spiritual movement.  The Christian Church labeled that “the Cathar heresy,” and in 

1209 Pope Innocent III launched the bloody Albigensian Crusade, named after the town of Albi 

in the Pyrenees.  To root out that heresy, the Pope established The Inquisition.  It was this same 

Inquisition that later turned to victimizing Jews and Muslims in Spain after Ferdinand and 

Isabela took control of al-Andalus. 

 

The Poems In the Script 

My Heart is in the East, by Judah HaLevi (in Hebrew, 11th Century). 

Valley of Almería, by Ibn Safr al-Marini (in Arabic, 12th Century).  Translation by Cola 

Franzen (excerpts).  Cola Franzen, Poems of Arab Andalusia, published by City Lights 

Publishers.  Copyright Cola Franzen, 1990.  Used with the kind permission of Cola Franzen. 

The Conference of the Birds, by Farid ud-din Attar (in Persian, 12th Century).  Translated 

by Afkham Darbandi and Dick Davis. 

A Palm Tree Stands, by Great Prince Abd al-Rahman (in Arabic, 8th Century). 

I Fear for You, My Beloved, by Wallada (in Arabic, 11th Century). 

It Is Your Passion Only, by Ibn Zaydun (in Arabic, 11th Century). 

Let Scripture Be Your Eden, by Dunash ben Labrat (in Hebrew, 10th Century). 

I See a Garden, by Qasmuna Bat Ismail, believed by some to be the daughter of Samuel 

Ha-Nagid.  Although the poet was Jewish, she wrote her poem in Arabic (in Arabic, 11th 

Century). 

My Beautiful One, by Safwan ibn Idris (in Arabic, 12th Century).  Translation by Cola 

Franzen (excerpts).  Cola Franzen, Poems of Arab Andalusia, published by City Lights 

Publishers.  Copyright Cola Franzen, 1990.  Used with the kind permission of Cola Franzen. 
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The World, by Moshe Ibn Ezra (in Hebrew, 11th Century).  Translation by Peter Cole.  

Republished with permission of Princeton University Press, from The Dream of the Poem, 

translated, edited and introduced by Peter Cole, copyright 2007; permission conveyed through 

Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. 

Fiesta in a Garden, by Abu l-Quasim ibn al-Saqqat (in Arabic, 12th Century).  Translation 

by Cola Franzen.  Cola Franzen, Poems of Arab Andalusia, published by City Lights Publishers.  

Copyright Cola Franzen, 1990.  Used with the kind permission of Cola Franzen. 

My Heart Has Become Able, by Ibn Arabi (in Arabic, 12th Century).  Ibn Arabi is a major 

figure in Sufism, historically and still today.  Tradition tells that, as a young man, he had his 

formative spiritual realization during prayer in the Mezquita in Córdoba.  Sufis of Andalusia, by 

Ibn Arabi, translated by R.W.J. Austin, is his account of meetings with other Sufis in al-Andalus.   

 
Some Other Sources and Suggested Readings 

The Ornament of the World, Maria Menocal 
 
 The Legacy of Muslim Spain, edited by Salma Khadra Jayyusi 
 
 God’s Crucible, David Levering Lewis 
 

The Jews of Moslem Spain, Eliyahu Ashtor 
 
Moorish Spain, Richard Fletcher 
 
A Vanished World, Chris Lowney 
 
The Dream of the Poem, Peter Cole 
 
Poems of Arab Andalusia, Cola Franzen 
 
The Legacy of Muslim Spain, Salma Khadra Jayyusi, Editor 
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